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CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, FEERUARY

m

Advisory Board Elected rrom Among
Prominent Business Men of
the City.

n

The City School board held a special meeting on Monday night for the
purpose of discussing matters rela- tive to the erection of the new school
building that is to be commenced as
soon as bonds are' sqld and a suitable
site tan be securedThe School Board
is more than anxious to serve tne people of the city in this most important
matter to the satisfaction of all and
to the ultimate good of all and with
a' view of doing the most good for
greatest number of people
the
and in keeping with this spirit the
board have shown themselves to be
'' beyond question as to their fairness
in this matter in thathéy nave selected a body of five of the represen- tativé business men of the town to ad- "vise with them and give them any
assistance within their power In the
selection and purchase of a site, the
letting of the contracta, and the' master of care and caution of really getting our money's worth for the city.
The board is to be commended in this.
Where there is unity there is strength
and in much counsel and care there
Is Wisdom. The citizens of Clayton
'
Yi wideawake and aggressive. They
are noi ana win not oe sausucu wnu
Y. envthinir but the best and with no- v' thing but a square deal. This is as
jt should, ,te. - A public office is a pub- lie mm and a tmbiic enteróme is ana
be, of interest to all the people
rJS 1 , nd public sentiment should eontrel
such matters and sentiment ts got- tan by intelligent and honest inveeti
gation
The first thing seeming to confront
the board is the location. Several
places in the town" have been
among which are the south
west ' corner of the city, just south
and to the right ' of the water and
light plant. Another is to the northwest, in the open Tlaee towards the
Morris Herzstein place. Another is
north of the First' National ' Bank,
buying two blocks and condemning
the street and locating it there. ! Another is in the southeast part of the
.city, close to the residence of Mr.
Gill. Still another, and one that we
think should be considered long and
V
carefully before being passed up by
the board and committee, is the two
blocks just across the street east of
Mr. Easterwood and Mr. Spring, condemning the street, giving two blocks
for the building and grounds, making
the building face right down Main
street. This is a new suggestion to
us and seems to meet with much favor. Maybe that there is something
against this location. There will be
about every one. Regardless of it all,
we feel that public sentiment in this
regard should come to the surface
and that before the site is selected,
"
f
J
and not after. Don't hide your light
under a bushel until the site is n greed
upon an! then come out with a hip
talk about "the best place in town"
and try to embni-rns- s
the school board
and the building committee, who have
tried hard, without compensation, to
t-- sst
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'
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Aug-éste- d,

'i

give you service.
by the
The committee selected
board was Mr. Otto, Chairman; S. M.
Osborn, Earl Messenger, R. T. Man
sker, and W. A. Henderson. J It is
not probable that there is another
group of five men in the city that
would more nearly cover every phase
x

f the building and site proposition
"3h an the group of men chosen and they
are all well and most favorably known
each in ':is particular, capacity. With
all respects to all people, it seems
Xo us that we are getting off on the

that we should have
fot
the very best that money can buy
and thnt at the right place in the
nght

and

city. The Citizen offers its hearty
support in every way possible to the
board and committee for the best to be
had for this, the bent city oh the
map.
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SCHOOL BOARD MEETS
IN SPECIAL SESSION

i
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CITIZEN ENLARGES TO
SIXTEEN PAGES
1

Clayton Merchants All Get Together
in The Citizen and Make Great
Boost for the Town.
'

The appearance of the Citizen this week is only another proof
of the Power of Advertising and the faith the merchants of this
little city have in the use of Printers' Ink. Clayton is
recognized, at home and away from home, as the "Best City of its
Size in the Country." It is deserving of its title. But who makes
citthe city?,. The wideawake, the aggressive; the
izenship and business men of the City. These men are worthy of
your patronage. They have your patronage and are proud of it.
Why? Because they have used Printers' Ink, and have gone right
to the customer, the consumer, and presented their case, to him,
directly, personally, in his own home, when he had the time to give
it honest and earnest consideration. When the cares of the day
on the farm or in the shop are done, when the mind is at rest, when
it is in its most receptive mood, then father, mother and the children gather round the home circle, the Home Paper, the welcome
weekly visitor, is in hand and every page, every column is read
with interest. Right here, Mr. Business Man, is where you get in
your work. ' Shears; Sawbuck & Co., have nothing oyer you when
you meet him on a common level. You get the preference every
time. Why? Quality, price, service, accomodation, you have them,
all whipped to a standstill. You carry your customers when cash
is short; others demand cash. You help pay taxes to educate his
children; others pay, we suppose, but not here, and we derive no
material benefit from it. Yoii help build towns, roads, light and
water systems, bring the conveniences of the larger centers to his
very door, thus greatly enhancing the value oí his farm or other
'
property. .
Here, Mr. Merchant, is where
u get in your work and Mr.
1
Buyer and Mr. Merchant getVtogether oh mutual ground. Your interests are mutual and the matter of continual contact and acquaintance maintained by the regular meeting with each other
through the columns of your Weekly Newspaper is the thing that
turns the trick and defeats the craftiness of the Catalogue House.
and aggressive.
The Merchants of Clayton are
up-to-d-

ate

'

.

up-to-d- ate

MAKES TRIP coming suddenly and elaborately in
- (?)
contact with Mr. Isaacs' Sunday
clothes. His wife was entirely too
close an observer of what was going
On Saturday last, so the reporter on
for immediate comfort and con
says, Mr. Isaacs land wife started out venience, and she, too, had her best
on pleasure bent, in their new Ford bib and tucker completely besmeared
Car. Now there is some dispute as with the contents of the radiator. Mr.
to whether or not a Ford is a Car Isaacs was compelled to repair at
or whether a car is a Ford. Some once to the cleaning and pressing parsay that they are neither. Others lor with his Sunday suit and to avoid
dispute it. Bob says he doesn't care, standing in a barrel while his clothes
it's the kind that go and don't for were being made ready, he proceeded
get to come back. There isn't a thing to the attic and brought down a suit
strange about Mr. Isaacs and wife that was purported to have once been
taking a joy ride, considering that worn by him, (?) and a hat
that no
the day was fine as spring and that one in the world would recognize him
it was much more pleasant to be out in and went about his daily duties, on
than indoors, but there were other Monday, very much in disguise. The
things that were to happen that were plight of Mrs. Isaacs, says Mr. Isaacs,
to mar the peace of mind of the lit- is not to be commented upon
at this
tle party, and it was thuswise: When time. It is reported on very good
Mr. Isaacs purchased his car, (Ford), authority that since theaccident, Mr.
he was told by Mr. Wikoff that he Isaacs slips in homes
after
dark and
should use a preparation for the
leaves before daylight for fear his
which would not freeze, as the wife will
catch him about the place.
matter of draining the car every
o
night was quite troublesome and the No. 20, Local Freight, Goes in
the
convenience of having the car always
Ditch
worth
is
Mr.
Isaacs,
"full," thought
while, too. The preparation was put ' Local freight, south bound, No. 20,
in the car, which preparation conwas derailed about six miles out of
sisted of about 'stccn parts "prepartown on Wednesday night, from cause
ation" and the balance water. Now as yet unknown, but probably from a
this water was just like any other broken wheel. Nine cars left the
water, it escaped from the car, in track, several of which were turned
course of time, in the form of steam, over, hoters badly smashed and in all
and left the "preparation."
it was a general smashup of heavily
Sunday happened to be about the laden carsmost of which were loaded
'course of time," and after having '.vith coal, A wrecking crew was at
'iken the joy ride, Mr. Isaacs dis- once summoned from Trinidad, and by
covered that the little Ford (ear) was five o'clock Thursday morning the
'frothing at the bits" and he proceed- track was sufficiently cleared to re
ed to relieve the tension by removing sume traffic. North bound passenger
'ho "head piece," upon which the lit- train due here at 5:32 did not make
tle monster proceeded to belch forth the run but the mail was brought to
vehemently all sorts of "preparation Clayton during the evening, from Tcx-lin(minus the water), said preparation
on a local freight. J
MR. R. W. ISAACS

IN HIS

"CAR-

-

e,

In this week's issue of the Citizen
started out to represent through '
columns
in one Great
its
advertising scheme every enterprise
in the city. If we have missed anyone '
we do not know it, and if any are not
represented, either in local or display '
advertising, we heartily regret that
you missed this great opportunity.
This has been one of our fond hopes '
ever since coming to the city and to
say that we appreciate this is to make
it entirely too tame. We are simply
"tickled to death," as we sometimes
say, for it is positive proof that we
are all coming to realize that in unity
there is strength and that if we are
all for one thing strong enough we are
most certain to get it. We are for
a bigger, better Clayton and to
'
achieve this end we must all make
a concerted effort to spread the glad
tidings of our manner
of business to the world and give them
a most cordial invitation to come in
and inspect our wares, to get acquaint
ed with our manner of treating our
customers and the
methods
of doing .business. We must come to ,
you, Mr. and Mrs. Buyer, with the
gospel truth of a "square deal" and
convince you that, quality considered, .
your money will go as far with us as
it will anywhere. And, aside from
this, that we will grant to you every
accomodation consistent with safe
business methods, which means much
to every man in time of need and
should not be lost sight of in times
of prosperity.
The business men of the town need
of the people of the
the
country. The country people need the
of the citizenship and
business men of the town. We must
work together. We must feel that our
interests are mutual. Neither can
well thrive without the other.
Clayton has the country and smaller
towns surrounding and tributary to
her sufficient for the making of a real
City. To the country for miles around
COURT HOUSE NEWS
we solicit and need your constant sup
port. To the smaller towns, we need
There are none.
your support as a jobbing center,
Don't pay your taxes yet We don't
which this, our little city, is destined
need the money.
to be. We have several firms already
The tax rolls will soon be back from
in our city who not only have pracSanta Fe for the second time and you tically
all of their goods shipped in
will not need to worry about that
car lots, but that can give you as
fat bank roll much longer. County good jobbers' prices as you could get
Clerk Juan J. Duran issued license
elsewhere. In this respect, as a job- - .
to wed, on the 21st to Elvin Fones
bing center we are yet in our infancy
and Faree Chiles, both of this city.
but with a united effort and a square
Pastor Gaines tied the knot.
deal to all comers, we are sure to
There is talk around the court forge ahead and develop into the best
house of there being in existence a jobbing center between Denver and
combination in restraint of trade be- Amarillo.
tween the county clerk, Juan J. Duran
There is no apology for the existand the Methodist Minister, Rev. A. P. ence of the knocker.
The only man
Gaines. Two weeks ago, there were really worth while is the booster. A
Tour wed.lin.-- s,
last week none, this .;as bag will go up of its own accord,
week, the first day in the week,start-in- and "bust," but it takes power to lift
off the same way as week before a load.
Exert your portion of the
last, but the conspicuous absence o'. energy necessary to make the old town
such an occurence last week gives rise hum and by so doing you will be sure
'
to this suspicion.
We think that it to gather of the good things that
will bear investigation.
are the sure result of honest, concerted
E. E. Veedor of Las Vegas, a prom- effort. Your local Newspaper is with
inent attorney and member of the you in every legitimate enterpirse and
Aetna Building and Loan Association hopes to always warrant your hearty
is spending the week in town and patronage.
u
much of it around the court house
in the interests of the association.
Master Clyde Marker, one of the
Supt. H. H. Errett made official'vis-it- s young' lads of our City high school
at the Barney and Plainview had the good fortune of finding a
or thirty
schools the first of the week, and re- "wallet" with twenty-fiv- e
lollars in money in it Monday even-!n- g
ports work progressing, nicely.
at the corner in front of Palmer
Deputy County Treasurer F. C dt
He hastened at
& Wherrit's store.
Saca made a business trip to the
once to the Citizen office to ask assist- ranch Sunday, returning Monday.
anee in finding the owner.' Be fore
Crumley made a business we went to press, however, the owner
trip to Raton on Sunday, last, return- was located. This may not seem
ing Monday.
worthy of mention, but we have a
The Commissioners Court has had hunch that there are plenty of full
i very "dry" time during the week, rrown men, physically, that would
their usually busy quarters ' being not have shown the sterling qualities
wholly depopulated.
of young Mansker.
y
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ity and country at large ia reaching!
a much higher plane T The fact that
everyone having or seeming to have
the power to think and act for themselves and casting a vote according
to the dictates of an enlightened and

The Clayton Citizen
B. B. rLANK
Etlttor m4
ffchocrlpUon
Advertising rate

Oww

1.00

the Year

on application

The average man of today, without

regard to his political belief or affil
iation, ia seeking for the trutn in pol-

itics aa well as other matters, and after reading and attempting to inform
himself he finds that political color
rather than fact has been given preference, he at once loses confidence
in that party or newspaper or other
informant and begins to dig for the
truth ftfom some other source.
Ones affiliation with a political party does not make or unmake the inThere are men of great
dividual
worth, high moral character, intellectual giants, in every political party.
The thing that the man actually does,
that he really stands for and is willing to fight for, is what makes the individual and brings him into prominence and gives him distinction
among his fellowmen. This is as it
should be. Right should and will prevail and when public sentiment shall
have been sufficiently developed along
lines of civic righteousness, a "Bquare
deal," and every man or body of men
shall measure their worth on a basis
of their real value, a government of
the people and for the people, we
hall have reached our climax and
attained the standard of civilization
commendable to our form of Govern
ment.

Intelligent conscience Is sure and certain proof that the world is waging
ahead and that our progress is of the
right and lasting kind. Surely it is
a mark of distinction for one to re
ceive an office at the hands of his fellow countrymen. In days gone by it
was only the power of political "boss- ism" that turned the trick, but today
it is a different proposition. The
power of honest and honorable newspaper TrablicitT. the power of the
press, giving credit to whom credit
is due, and giving plain, honest facts
without political bias, is the thing
that is brnging about the condition
of affairs as it stands today.

The Officers and Directors of the

First National Bank Union County Trust
&

Oi Clayton, New Mexico

Oi Clayton, New Mexico
'

EtlaUUM 1901

EltmblUhti

1906

Cimarron County Bank
of Kenton, Oklahoma
Established

O

--

Failure of Many Firms to Grow is
Found to be due to Lack of Advertising. Local Newspaper Can Help.

Savings Ass'n

1908

WISn TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION OF
SOLICIT

OCR PATRONAGE

The greatest trouble in most small
Y
AND
communities is that the merchants as
a general rule are jealous of their
competitors in the same town or
neighborhood town and think because
a spasmodic insertion of a small ad
doesn't keep them and their clerk
jumping to fill orders, it doesn't ray
to advertise. And also they do not
pay enough attention to this most important part of their business.
As a eeneral rule, in his ad writ
25.CC0.C0
Investment, 1901
ing, when he finally does 'decide to in
;:;r,
vest a few jitneys with the 200.000.00
mo
Investment, 1915,
he waits until the last v
o
ment before getting the printer the
The Tariff Commission, or rather copy and then scribbles only a lew
183,639.62
.
Total Business, December 1, 1901
the demand at this time for the crea- remarks that the public already knows
tion of such a commission that would such as, be it a grocery store: "We
p reallv a
business organization have sugar, lots of it," and signs his
Total Business, Dec. 1. 1915
without anv political color in it, is name, and the same way with the dry
"We handle shirts,
one of the things that is brought eoods store:
1,000,000.00
Personal Wealth of Stockholders, at least
about by the enlightenment and edu- socks," and so on htrough the different
lines of business. Get some pep into
cation of the public mind.
Money brought in by our President, from Outside IncorporatTVi n.'fld of this has been more felt you and give the people the induce
or the use of our customers, to
Financial Institutions
ed
in the present administration, probab ments that others are doiug and it
this section of the country, beof
help in the development
7,417,876.62
ly, than at any other time, and when will pay to advertise.
1901, and December 1st, 1915
3rd,
August
tween
The sooner the merchants of any
the farts are all at hand, it is easy
to understand. The Tariff question town where such conditions exist get
Wn a political issue for many to understand that getting up good
years, and this election promises readable ads, in an intelligent manner,
to be the warmest for a number of of what they have to sell and what
presidential years, and to be so prices they want, it is an important
largely because of this one great ques- as opening their store in the morntion, the Tariff. At the time of the ing, the.sooner they will learn thut it
administra is atlvci Jjiig tlittt bungs in cue cujn.
iiitittuii'b o the
g
So many merchants and others who
tion Ahe, 'question or "Free Traac"
aipart of the Party pledge, came have goods to advertise say: "Oh, I
'
before the congress for consideration haven't time to write an ad;" but still
required from the county will depend we are still ignorant of many of the
About County Farm
antf when it began to pinch the feet you see no one at the store. Get More
solid busv or you wPl be sorry some day
of the southern lumbermen, the
sana dollars wisely speni in scienunc
from the government.
tremenup
a
put
to see vour trade gradually slipping
south
Democratic
Secretary and
McCune,
I will write you further on this mat--' research under the federal supervision
A.
J.
Mr.
was
one's
fault
plan
no
you,
original
away from
(
dous howl and the
t.ll. IBen
winlt socure resuus oi incaicuiuDie
Treasurer Farmer's Society of Equity, ter at a later date.
Vnnrkwl into a cocked hat. the levy but vour own. What would you say
truly,
country."
to
very
this
efit
Yours
Clayton, N. M.
ing of a "war tax" in times of peace to a clerk hwo would tell you he hadn't Dear Sir:
A. C. COOLEY,
of
duty
result
important
certain
do
a
direct
to
time
is
a
and prosperity
of Februyour
of Extension and
letter
Director
to
Replying
to
This is the last item written and
Undoubtedly it
he had to perform?
tariff juggling by men incompetent
office in the
Leader.
this
say
State
will
that
ary
7,
important
get
for this issue of the Citizen. It's
set
or
out.".
time
and
"Take
would
be:
handle this delicate
not sent out regular forms
what every member of the office force
Others say: "I dont have to ad- - past has
question and the depletion of the
Federal Control of Tuberculosis
of petitions, and the form of the pet
likes to see, after a hard and strenfunds of the Public Treasury is what vertise; everybody for miles around ition circulated is left entirely to the
you
if
do,
they
uous week's work, connected with get- but
me."
Sure
Participation
knows
about.
23.
New
brought
Feb.
it
York.
has
county.
However, I am enclosing a
this
a
'shake
to
or
all,
hustle,
up
and
and
don't eet
of the federal government through the ting out such a paper as the Citizen
This brings us, one
sucarestive petition, as follows:
they
will
when
said,
here
is
sometimes
is
leg,"
as
time
The
United States public health service force presenta this week. This ia the
conclusion.
We. the undersigned taxpaqers ana
Commis-mtnput you down as a has been, and in
study and control of tubercu "last word" in newspaper efficiency.
we should and must have a
citizens of Union County, being in the
ovnnrta in this line by reason theBe days of hustle you have to be other
losis
is
urced by a resolution adopted At least sit' the last word in this
deeply interested in the future pros
of experience and practical know- up and going tafer what you want perity of our County which is an bv hte National Association for the week's issue. This item ia "cut to
study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
ledge of the business, who have no or someone will beat you to it.
agricultural county, and therefore its
political ax to grind and who do not ' If you haven't time or don't know welfare must, of necessity, depend in mane public today.
The National Association proposes
owe their "job" to any political party, how, why don't you and others in a large measure upon its agricultural
The Citizen way is the Linotype
their
hire
and
get
together
of
by
reason
predicament
like
there
by act of congress a special div way.
who
are
that
but
the
hereby
petition
do
development
competency and no other, and who are one who can and you will make ad honorable Board of County Umrniis ision of tuberculosis be established
sihle to the people as a whole. vertising pay. Tliia can be done at
in the United States public health
sioners of Union County to enter into
PUBLIC NOTICE
adequate appropriaWe can have this and we will have a verv nominal cost.
contract with the New Mexico Col service with an
large
mail
distant.
cost
the
does
not
far
it
What
manned
is
division
should
be
tion.
This
time
it and the
Mechanic Arts
$2.500.00 Bond Sale
conflict, order houses to advertise and send leee of Asrriculture and
When politics and business
Department of bv experts and should study the tuber- i Public notice is hereby given that
States
United
and
the
county
to
this
into
catalogues
every
point
their
of,
from
culosis
problem
politics.
cut out the
Agriculture, to secure the services of
eet their eoods before the public 7
should, so far as possible, whereas, at an election hold for the
0
County Agricultural Agent, and ap view and
a
about
estimate,
mTTSfhoor1 D'stn
small
at
a
are,
There
up
standards for the treatment and
propriate from the County Treasury set
"The Voice of the Politician is heard
County, New Mexico,
Fifteen
this
sent
into
catalogues
large
throughout
5,000
disease
of
the
the
prevention
and
spots
the necessary fundB for the carrying
in the Land," that is, in
anything
"
say
not
to
year,
county
each
get
"'"'
(The amount ap- - the country. One of the problems
work.
local fellows are beginning to
of Jwo Thousand Five
smaler ones which out of said
to study first
A few more warm days of the numerous
v
,.nr
be less than which it is proposed
not
shall
nrnnriated
500.00 in nego-tor- y
Hundred Dollars
will we will not speak of. The 5,000 large S1.6UO.00).
would be that of the indigent migra-- .
th
like we have been having and we
bonds
said
of
was
District
consumptives, particularly in ths,"
wiggle and ones cost on an average to place in
We are confident that the services
al"
have them beginning to
of.
printing,
of
the receiver,
resorts of the various parts of ff J
the the hands
of such a man are vital and very nec
show signs of life. Considering
voter of the said district voting
States such as California,
year, postage, packing, etc., about one dol essary
United
the
"Presidential"
is
of
development
this
right
the
for
fact that
said election for the purpose
the
spent
An-for
$5,000
lar each. This means
New Mexico, Colorado and Texas.
!
constructing a schoo ttouse there-shou- ld
it strikes us that they are a little printer's ink by a house hundreds of our agricultural resources, and that other problem which it is proposed
later than in an ordinary "season. miles awav. Do you think they would they will as has been proven in other
w be denominbe studied is that relating to ? Suf bnds
the
counties where agents are established
The day was when the matter of
less
not
did
Jwenty Five
long
it
if
business
in
continue
bill
A
ate causes of tuberculosis.
idd materially to the wealth of the
announcement of candidates was not
back
amount
reduced by Congressman Kent of Cal-- " ar'
people pay? No; they get this
county.
taken seriously by the common
Do" a and ha11
get and much more, and have a good pro
ifornia, in hte house and by senator
to
was
neceBary
no
present
ar
was
I
have
time
At
the
annum, and
rate of six per
but all that
of Nebrasga in the senate,
the fit on their books besides.
ticles that I would care to have pub Norris
will be due not less than twenty nor
the support and endorsement ofelec0
which
provides for some of the things
lished in the newspapers, though the
"ring" and one was assured of
more than thirty years from date, and
Sheriff Killel
asthe National Association asks for and
the
When
today.
give
the
liberty
to
so
people
are
at
local
Not
redeemable at the pleasure of the distion.
run
In
a
211.
Feb.
M..
N.
Deminir.
also for a federal subsidy to hospitals
sympad
deem
they
publicity
matter
what
pirant for public honors has
consumptives. trict at any time after ten years.
caring' for
some ning battle between pursued and pur visable.
Sealed bids for the said bonds will
toms of entering the race for
came
which
automobile,
Commenting on the resolution, Dr.
past suers in an
I bee to state that there are so many
be received at my office in the Town
office he beginB to review his
chase
secretary
a
of
climax
as
a
Hatfield,
executive
Charles
possible,
counties askincr for agents at the pres
of Clayton, New Mexico, up to and
life and tries to discover, if
he after five who broke jail Sunday ent time, and our funds are so lim of the National Association for the inclusive of the 20th day
what
and
for
stood
has
he
of March,
what
of Luna
Stephens
Sheriff
morning
Tuberculosis
would
believe it will be necessary Study and Prevention of
I
ited,
1916.
that
has done in the community that
were
Cranston
county and Joseph
county to appropriate $1800 says: "In soite of the fact that tu
k.Mv ive him an "apology" for
Nestor C. de Baca,
shortly after noon and Buck for each
killed
berculosis is cosing the United States
men
fellow
his
of
in order to secure the services of a
County Treasurer.
asking at the hands
wounded,
were
year in lives lost
and res- Rpvier and Jo Starr
county agent. However, all the other $1,00,000,000 every
By F. C. de Baca,
the most Bacred recognition
posse,
the
of
member
was
a
spent
an
Sevier
exception of Ber the amount of money being
the
with
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Loca and Personal
Try our Bread.
Clayton Cash Store.

The Clayton Milling company quotes
a price of $1.50 per BO pound sack of
rye flour. Thye also guarantee to the
trade to have the best corn meal in
New Mexico, and report willing to

Mrs. J. M. Potter of Kenton, ia visback their claim.
iting her daughter, Mrs. Ceo. H. Wade
and wiH remain for some time.
Red Men to Go o nWarpath and Blow
Up Railroads
i
Many good laughs with "Hans HanFlagstaff,
Ariz., Feb. 21 Leo Crane
son," at the Mission Friday night.
Indian agent at Reams Canyon, Ari- Mr. Geo. Wade, one of our hustling zona, was killed by Indians last Fri-- j
merchants, lfet the first of the week day, according to unconfirmed reports
for St. Louis, where he will purchase received here today from Gallup, N.
M., and Holbrook, Arizona. Efforts!
his spring stock before returning.
to confirm the report have been unUse the "Bell of the Rockies" fam- successful.
A rfiendly Indian who arrived from
ily Flour. "Non-Stickhard wheat
Canyon stated that the NavReams
W. C. BARNHART.
ajo, Apache and Moki Indians were'
Willis Means of Kenton, brought planning to go on the "war path"1
Cale Giles and Alex MacKenzie to the within three months and that Mexi- -i
cans would fight with them. Aided by
city Thursday.
gestures, the Indian said that it was
intended to dynamite railroads in Ari- -'
Fresh Bread every day,
zona, htat trains would "go up in the
Clayton Cash Store.
air and no more toot-tootRiley Hughes returned from Okla20 oz. loaf Bread, 3 for 25c.
homa Wednesday and drove out to
Cash Store.
his ranch in his car, purchased in this
tity.
!

A Good
in

A Good

.

.

een

i!-

.

have been on a uu...
trip. They drove through to Lamar,
Colorado, and were accompanied from
here with J. J. Heringa.
Use

the

"Bell of the Rockies" fam-

ily Flour.

hard wheat
BARNHART.

"Non-Stick-
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Offers to you

School Notes

-

C.

Mr. Perry Laney, in company with
several others from Ellis county, Oklahoma, and Lipscomb county, Texas,
are here looking over the country with
a view to locating.

The percentage of attendance for
the last month has been somewhat
above the average, several rooms havpercent
ing as high as ninety-seve- n
The flag recently purchased by the
children and teachers is a most beautiful one of large size and everyone
is most enthusiastic over it Even the
smalest children know how to salute
the flag.
Senator T. B. Catron has sent the
school the Congressional Record, some
geological reports and many other
valuable books.
On Monday a Washington birthday
program was rendered by the high
school and the eighth grade. The
teachers also were in attendance. The
program Was well rendered, after
which teachers and pupils sat down
to an elegant repast prepared principally by the domestic science class.
Reverend Gaines, Reverend Herrin,
and Reverend Atwater, the State Sunday School Superintendent, were visitors on Thursday. These gentlemen
made short talks in several of the
rooms.
In addition to the regular meetings
of the teachers, where subjects of general interest are discussed, the teachers will meet one evening each week
after school to discuss school management and methods of instruction.
The two classes in cooking under
Miss Hutchings are doing evcellent
work. We should have at least three
classes, but time will not permit. Several of the teachers have been doing
work in domestic science after school
hours. The children take very kindly
to it.
J. W. Thompson, Supt.

The ad vantages of a
SAFE and EFFICIENT

Banking Home
Safety Deposit Boxes

Customers Room

Why not have your Business
handled up to the minute 99

Cockpits Deserted

for the Baseball

Field

Baseball can hardly be counted the
guard of civilization, but in
the Philippines, at least, it ranks well
up toward the front Dr. Robert E.
Mr. "Duff" Yates, at one time enSpeer, after a recent visit to the isgaged with his father in the real
lands, tells an interesting story of
estate business at h tis place, but
advancing civilization among Uncle
late of Oklahoma, arrived in the city
Sam's brown children.
a few days since to spend some time
"The beautiful roads which have
with home folks and friends.
been opened are doing much more
Gt our Mens' Clothing Proposition than transporting merchandise. They
20 oz. loaf Bread, 3 for 25c.
Pay Less, Dress Better.
are sending ideas freely from town to
Cash Store.
Clayton Cash Store.
town and village to village, where formerly ideas, like the old carts, were
bogged in the mud of the ancient
trails. Where the road ran by the
open square in one village we saw
what is now a characteristic and significant sight The boys of the village were playing a baseball match,
thfi work of the day being done, and
You may never have a HAILSTORM, but hailthe girls, in clean dresses, were sitstorms come to others and they may come to you.
ting on a grassy bank, cheering the
BE ON the SAFE SIDE! . .It costs SO LITTLE and
players. Behind them stood the old
church and not far away the cockpit
adds SO MUCH to your peace of mind.
in neglect The treasurer of one province told me indeed that baseball was
UVE STOCK INSURANCE
slowly killing out the cockpits; that
the new generation felt that there
were other things that were more
Insure Your Stock against the Hazards of Transworth while. Along the roads from
town to town such new ideas are runportation! The only way to "Cinch" your profits
ning now. And over these highways
is to insure your shipments. The Hartford Comthe messengers of the Gospel and
plete Live Stock Transit Policy absolutely protects
their messages also pass were they
not meant for this?"
Shippers of Live Stock Against all Loss and Damage
Fresh Bread every day
Clayton Cash Store.

advance

HAIL INSURANCE

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY BONDS.
UNION COUNTY AGENCY
'

"

:

'

McFaddcn & R!::ey.:

'
For half an hour the teacher patiently instructed her class in the art
of telling the time.
"Now," she said at last as she
pointed to the big clock on the wall,
"you may be the first to tell me the
time, Mary Brown."
Full of importance Mary turned and
studied the dial. Then she faced her
teacher again, her eyes shining with
triumph.
P Tease, Miss" she said, "it's just
one inch past 11." Philadelphia RecBy Measurement

A Hard Tale.

Fond Mother Ay, dear lad, there'
not a day passes but what I think
of you in that awful su'marine, witk
only the peroscup to breathe through.
Punch.

Important Cases in the District Court

The district court room was occupied by the court attendanth all diy
yesterday while two important matters were being disposed of befer
Judge T. D. Lieb. The morning sesord.
sion was given over to hearing of tins
motion brought by Clayton attorney
24 oz. loaf bread, 10c. Clayton Cash
representing Sheriff Crumley of Uniom
Store.
county, asking for a dissolution of the

Making Headway
"Making any progress toward getting acquainted with those fashionable people next door?"
"Just a little. Their cat invited our
cat to a musicale last night."

Alfred Austin's Mistake.
Alfred Austin's ignorance of the
fact that the word "byre" means "cowhouse" led him into an amusing blunder. One of the verses of his poem,
"To Arms," runs:
"From English hamlets, Irish hills,
Welch hearts and Scottish byres,
They throng to show that they are
still
Sons worthy of their sires."
"Mr. Austin may be informed,"
wrote a Scottish critic, "that sons of
The business men of this city are sires that pass from byres are found
far too progressive to let any cata- oftener in the. English cattle shows
logue house slip anything over them than in foreign battlefields. The poas is indicated in this issue of the etic license is great but it does not
Citzen. An advertising campagn Buch cover slander." London Chronicle.
as this, backed by a Bquare deal on
20 oz. loaf Bread, 3 for 25c.
the part of the merchants, is sure to
Cash Store.
win and to pursue this course is the
certain road to success.
Will Bide Her Time
"There is a very excellent reason
Big Monday Sale
At the Peoplc'3 Feed Yard west of why a girl shouldn't smoke."
depot. Eight Poland China gilts, bred.
"What?" she demanded.
"Makes her less agreeable to kiss."
Some good milch cows will be fresh
"Well, I'll wait till somebody wants
soon. Some good horses and mules.
goods, two to kiss me," she snid: "when they
Implements, uhoeshold
pood saddles, and many other articles. do I'll rive u)ci;:nrettes and take' to
J
Sale to begin at 10 o'clock a. m., a pipe." Woman's Hume Companion.
' sharp.
24 oz. loaf bread, 10c. Clayton Cash
Col. E. U. Jacobs, Aaet
Store.
A. H. Wells, Clerk.
'

on account of Dead or Crippled Animals or Animals
Lost in Transit. The question of the Railroad's
Liability doesn't enter into this matter at all. You
are Immediately Paid In Full the Amount of Your
Loss whether the railroad is liable or not. Come
in and let us explain these two policies and also
about the Hartford Fire Insurance Company, an
institution that for 104 years has cheerfully paid
every just claim.

Town

STATE BANKo COMMENCE

."

Fnr

Bank

temporary injunction recently issued
out of Judge Abbott's court restraia-In- g
the sheriff's ofiice from closing up
a certain saloon said to be operating
in contravention to New Mexico statutes. The provision of the law preventing the conducting of a liquor
business within lessthan a block rf
a church or public school ground isíh
ground upon which the action of the
sheriff is based. The matter was token under advisement by the court
Several attorneys representing linU
gants in the Severino Martinea LajJl
Grant case from Taos county, whiA
has beeil before the court since 19UR,
were rpesent to attend the formal
reading of the decree by the court
whose decision in this important null
to quiet title was handed down hurt
November.
The decree is a typewritten report of 60 pages representing
some extended and laborious investigations made by hte court The suit
involves title to a tract of 6,100 acrjw
of rich agricultural land lying to the
north and northwest of Taos plaja.
Under the decree, which apparent
is generally acceptable to all concerned, gvies title to
of the tratt
to the Taos Valley Land company ami
the remaining
to about i
other claimants. The decree clear
away the chief obstacles to the development of what is considered one
of the finest farming tracts in the
state. The partitioning of the estate
has been placed by the court in
the
hands of three commissioners: Wat
N. Frayne, D. P. Dickman, and
Jvmn
N. Vigil, hv-.vlll rrm-onclcanng up of all remaining obstacles
vo tne actual development
of the tract.
J

n noma) au
THS CLAYTÓN CJTIZSN

it la handi- New Mexico PrlndpiaL Meridian, and
capped by an expensive mail system, as grounds for his contest he alleges
and has all the disadvantages of any that Cirilio Martines has wholly abanbig corporation.
doned said lands for more than six
months last' past; that he has failed
to improve and cultivate aaid landsj
OST REWARD OFFEREl
On streets of Clayton Tuesday, a. m. that his place of residence is unknown, having changed his place of
Ladies black pocket book or hand-ba- g
containing Package Miles Pain Pills, abode to some other place to this
Black Veil, Pkg. black Fringe, Ladies contestant unknown.
You are, therefore, further notified
Gold ring with 3 Garnet sets one of
the said allegations will be taken
that
which was lost out.
Finderplease
leave at this office or E. U. Jacobs, as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further righjt
Mt. Dora New Mexico.
to be heard, either before this offltre
or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
office within twenty days after the
CONCERN
FOURTH publication of this notiee,
In the Probate Court of Union as shown below, your answer, under
County, New Mexico.
oath, specifically responding to these
Notice is hereby given that the allegations of contest, together with
undersigned, having been duly ap- due proof that you have served a
pointed Administrator of the estate copy of your answer on the said conof Samuel Boone Hood, deceased, the testant either in person or by reg7th day of February, 1916, hereby istered mail.
You should state in your answer
gives notice to all persons having
claims against the said estate of the name of the post office to which
Samuel Boone Hood, deceased, to pre- you desire future notices to be sewt
sent the same within the time pre- to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
scribed by law, for the purpose of
Feb
having same adjusted. All persons
March 2
indebted to said estate are requc?
to make immediate payment to
undersigned.
N. E. Charlton, Administrate
Clayton, N. M. 0. P. Eaaterwood, Atty. for
ministrator, Clayton, N. M.
Feb.
anda of high priced men

WOODMANSE
WIND MILLS

I

If you are looking for the

m

Windmills and Pumps
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BEST

WE CAN SUIT YOU

if

WOODM ANSE

Our 3 Post Towers
"STRONGER THAN OTHERS"

G. G. Granville

110-17--

New Mexico

Clayton,

NOTICE OF CONTEST

'

toward gambling, we have
learned to view with suspicion the
flowery prospectus of the average proGeorge Kyle is working for H. G.
and to invest only after thormoter,
Magruder.
ough investigation. The man who todesires to sell a mining stock, for
S. B. Powell went to Amistad Wed day
to intelligent people cannot
example,
nesday.
promises and generalivague
in
deal
must
he
have proofs for every
ties;
Henry Mercer is erecting a new
and any overdrawn
made,
statement
school
yard.
fence around our
or strained contention is detected and
rejected summarily.
Mr. Moral called at the Ohio ranch
Tuesday.
Having gained this knowledge by
Willie Hammer is working at the expensive experience, it would seem
Horseshoe ranch this week.
that people would hesitate somewhat
in accepting the stereotyped claims
Willie Weckel is drilling a well on of economy advanced by the typical
mail order concern. "We save you
tu'a place.
money," says, the so called "direct-t- o
C. W. Koush and family called on consumer" seller, "because our run
ning expenses are lower, because we
A. L. Cook and family Monday.
are able to buy cheaper than the small
retailer, on account of the larger quanMr. Moral took dinner with H.
tities we purchase, and because we
Magruder and family Tuesday.
are interested in the welfare of every
Mr. Taylor is working for Enel consumer in the country." All very
good! Almost too good! The first
Jodlove this week.
statement because few people bother
Fred Hoelderle has been moving themselves to think long on the matout an orchard this spring.
ter; the second appears logical; the
third, though showing most remarkSteve Cantrell purchased some fine able benevolence and unselfishness, is
cattle of D. T. Roberta recently.
often accepted on the strength of the
other two.
C. L. Fitzgerald spent Tuesday evening with his son and wife of
According to the Saturday Evening
of the inPost, probably
live
States
United
the
of
habitants
Melvin Jenkina, John Howe and wife
of a pay envelope. In other words,
out
called at the Ohio ranch Wednesday
the great majority of our people are
evening.
dependent upon wages, or on salories
J. W. Luttrell and son and C. W. that are only wages under a politer
Roush called on Dr. Brosier and fam- name. Of these there are six million
of farm laborers, while the employes
ily Friday evening.
of manufactures, mines and railroads
Martin Bishop is building an irriga- exceed ten million, and other skilled
tion pond for the purpose of irrigat- workmen, such as carpenters, machinists, plumbers, dressmakers, etc., num
ing his garden.
ber one million and a half. Add to
Rred Hoelderle has been moving these the butcher and baker, the black
orne lumber from the Creg place to smith and barber, and all the others
whose status as employers or employ
his ranch.
es is somewhat uncertain, and it can
Quite a number of the young folka be readily seen that the estimate of
of this community gathered at the the enormous sum of fourteen bilJIammer Ranch Tuesday evening and lions of dollars as the annual wage
engaged in an old fashion candy par- bill of the country is probably
TRAMPEROS

dency

two-thir-

ty.
J. W. Luttrell, C. W. Roush and
Who, then, is to blame for the
family, John Howe and wife, Rev.
which all of us more or less
Taylor and family and Mclvin Jen- things of
complain? This is an important
kins spent Wednesday evening with
question. The answer is "Everybody
D. T. Roberts and family.
and Nobody." Rather paradoxical,
perhaps, but true just the same. DurHuman nature is peculiar. Abraing the past ten years individual famham Lincoln, n keen judge of charac- ily wants have multiplied as never
ter, said, in what has become almost before. Things which a decade ago
a classic quotation, that it is impos- were luxuries to most of us are now
sible to fool the masses of the people thought of as absolute necessities.
all the time. The popular mind works Naturally the cost of living has in
slowly, gra.sps facts slowly, acts slow- creased. Yet until very recently
ly, but in the end history has proven price increases have been largely conthat it ever reveals truth and exposes nected with foodstuffs the products
rror. There was a time when people of the farm, range and garden. But
were credulous; they were easily mis- the higher scale of prices for these
led by things which look good. But supplies clear back to the producer,
nowadays, in spite of an inborn ten who, in spite of his own higher cost

of production, profits more than does
any distributor through whose hands
the product passes.
The claim that overhead expenses
of the small retailer is greater in proportion to the merchandise sold than
that of the mail order concern is not
proven by facts. The catalog house
must spend much more money than
the local merchant on advertising; its
investments are larger, because of its
big city location, where property values are immense it employes thous- -

JIT
vv
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Department of the Interior, U
Land Office, Clayton, New Me
February 9, 1916.
To Cirilio Martinez of Moses, l
Mexico, Contestee:
You are hereby notified that D;
E. Lawson who gives Moses, N
Mexico, as his post-offiaddress,
on January 14, 1916, file in this of!
his duly corroborated application
contest and secure the cancellat
of your homestead Entry No., Serial
ATTORNEY-ANo. 019561 made March 11, 1915, for
SE
E
and NW
SE
Sec. 6;
SEK NW
and SW
Section 5,
Township 28 North, Range 87 East, CLAYTON,
ce

í.vm

77 7

tí b
T

We all make mistakes, but if you
and I do, (NO USÉ HOWLING
i

(

ABOUT IT) but cut out the mistakes
and start afresh.
.
II - -- - i

i ou win make no mistake in selecting an
Eclipse Windmill.
The ECLIPSE is self governing and
is time-trie- d
and tested; is the best
mill for this country and its variable
winds. There are some Eclipse
mills that have been in this community for 20 to 30 years a record

equalled by no other.
For sale by

R W. Isaacs
Sole Agent

"You will get it at Isaacs', all right."

ll

NEW MEXICO

eaui ear- n:

LAW

i

.

THE CLAYTON CTTIZSN

For Sale 220 acres adjoining town
his contest he alleges that said Charley N. Bailey, has failed to comply of Clayton. Bargain. See or wriU
with the requirements of the law as
James McDonald Clayton, New
!
to residence, improvements and cul- Mexico.
tivation and (has never established
residence upon said land and has
I
SALE.
abandoned said lana for more than
cor
heuse,
twt 1U,M
six. months last past
You are, therefore, further notified ner, one block from P. O. Call
tí. Adr
that the said allegations will be taken at City Drugstore. .
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
to be heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
a a
r
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
,
Carrie a full line oi
as shown below, your answer, under
Jap-a-La- c,
Alabastini,
oath, specifically responding to these
Johnson's Wood Dye,
allegations of contest, together with
Finb Varnishes, Wag-gene- rs
due prddf that you have served a
copy of your answer on the said conPaints, Wall
testant either in person or by
u
Paper, Lucas Tinted
should state in your answer
Gloss Paint, Glazier's
the name of the post office to which
Points, Putty, Paint
you desire future notices to be sent
Brushes, Putty Knives.
to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
CLAYTON, N. M.
Date of publications, Feb.
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Yon fio not wtslí
aluna be youF food

co

it Dr. Price's Cream Baking
Powder contains no alum or lime phosphate.
Its
use is therefore a safeguard against objectionable
mineral salts which are left in the biscuit and cake
when made with inferior powders.
Chemists have shown that a large percentage of
the chemicals of which alum baking powders are
made remains in the food in the form of Glauber's
Salt, hydrate of aluminum and other impurities.
Read the label on the can. Reject a baking powder
unless the tebel shows cream of tartar. Buy and use
You desire to avoid

n:j

r,j
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ai
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mi
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24, March 2.

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE! SALE
WHEREAS, In a certain action pend
ing in the District Court of Union
County, New Mexico,
wherein the
Southwestern Savings,
Loan
and
Building Association, of Las Vegas
New Mexico, Is plaintiff, and Walter
B. Johnson and his wife. May Johnson,
and Joseph D. Hopkins and his wife,
Minnie Hopkins, are defendants, said
cause being- No. 1658 en the Docket of
said Court; and said action being a
suit to foreclose a mortgage deed upon
the property hereinafter described, the
said . plaintiff did, on the 24th day
of June, 1916, recover a Judgment for
the sum of $683.28
with interest
thereon at the rate of 12 per cent per
annum from the 10th day of April,
1916, until paid, together with costs
of suit amounting to $32.00. And
WHERBAS, It was in and by aald
judgment and decree provided, that in
the event the said defendants should
fail to pay said judgment within' the
Is like a dead Dog!
time provided by law; that the under
THE BARK
signed,
Special
as
Master,
pro
should
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Is all Off!
caed to sell the mortgage premises
C 6878
.,
hereinafter desorlbed. And ,.
YOU'LL FIND NO BARK
WHEREAS,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
The said . defendants
On Our Lumber,
'n'.i
Land Office, Clayton, N. M. Jan. 27 have not palo" the amount of aald
Although
We Do
judgment,
any
nor
part
thereof, NOW
'
1916.
A GOOD DEAL OF BARKING
THEREFORE, Public notice is hereby
To Charley N. Bailey, of lone, N. given that I, the undersigned, will, oi
About
M. Contestee:
the 4th day of March. 191. at Ten We Have the Stock and Feci Justim.
a.
O'clock
of said day, at the front
You are hereby notified that Tillfied
door of the Court House.
Clayton,
man L. Moore who gives Clayton, Union County, New Mexico, Inexpose for
IN TIDE BARKLNG
N. M., care L. W. Kingdom, as his sale and sell to the highest bidder for
When You
post-offiaddress, did on Dec. 24, cash, the said mortgage premises, said
WANT THE BEST LUMBER
1915, file in this office his duly cor premises are described as follows,
Bark Up this Tree
roborated application to contest and
AND YOU'LL FIND IT
Lots It and 18 in Block 1141 in the
secure the cancellation of your home- Town of Clay.ton, Union county. New
stead entry No., Serial No. 012608 Mexico, according to the duly recorded map and plat of said town.
made Dec. 28, 1910, for SW
Section
W. A. HENDERSON,
19, Township 19N., Range 34E., N.
CLAYTON, N. M.
Special Master.
M. ,.P Meridian, and as grounds for Feb.

OTIS!
Made from Cream ol Tartar

-

No Alum

DRMD

fWashington, D. C, Feb. 21. "A
Meanwhile old Mr.
more partisan tariff commission than Living laughs with glee as he studies
that proposed by the bill introduced the constantly increasing wants of
as he
merry 's
for the Wilson administration could men, and 's
ponders the proneness of people to
scarcely be devised." This statement was made by Re- place the blame with those in nowise
presentative George W. Fairchild of responsible. Thus we see emphasized
New York, a member of the Ways one of the tendencies of human kind,
and Means Committee, after a careful We complain of rising costs, but overanalyses of the provisions of the ad- look our greatly multiplied wants. We
compare present expenditures with
ministration tariff Commission bill.
"The establishment of a tariff com- those of several years ago without
mission the powers of which even sug- making similar comparison of income.
gest a partisan report is neither nec- We talk of high prices, never thinkessary valuable nor desirable," said ing of the greatly increased demand
Mr. Fairchild. "The Democratic tar- without an equally greatly increased
iff commission bill not only suggests production. We criticise modern conbut invites and insures partisan action. ditions and attribute responsibility to
"The bill contains two provisions everyone but ourselves.
stamping it as a partisan measure.
"First, section 3 provides, among
other things, that the commission, five
According to the Boston Commer
in number, shall 'investigate the ad- cial Club, the prevailing automobile
ministration and fiiscal EFFECTS of craze is costing the American people
customs laws now in force or to be only a little less a year than France
hereafter enacted, the EFFECTS of is spending on the war. Real estate
valorem and specific duties, and the men say their business has changed.
operation and EFFECTS of the cus- People no longer buy homes. They
toms tariff laws, including their re- will live in almost any kind of a' rented
lations to the federal revenues.'
house and wear cheap clothes if nec"A report on the 'effect' of a tariff essary, in order to possess automo
can only be an expression of opinion biles. Life insurance companies re
of the men making the report. Since port that notwithstanding the present
the bill specifically permits the ap prosperity they are now putting out
pointment of a majority of the same five times as much money in new
political faith on the commission, such loans on policies as they are receiv
majorty would unquestionably ren ing in cancellation of old loans. And
der an opinion in conformity with the so it goes clear down the line; people
tariff policy of the political party from with trolley fare incomes have autowhich they were chosen, thus com mobile ambitions.
pletely destroying the
character of the commission.
"Second, the partisan character of
Mr. Joe Eubanks of the Otto-Joh- n
the administration bill is further em son Mercantile Co., has just returned
phasized by a provison that the
home from a four weeks trip to the
shall report, not to Congress east, visiting first with home folks
g
itself, but to two
com' in Alabama, where he reports gen. mittees of Congress, the Ways and
eral conditions to be all that one could
Means Committee of the House and expect,
in fact, by reason of high
the Finance Committee of the Senate. price of cotton brought about by the
"Each of these committees is ab- war, the past year, make3 the coun
solutely partisan, appointed for the try in a prosperous condition.
He
purpose of reporting tariff measures went from here to St. Louis, thence
that reflect the tariff policy of the to Chicago, thence to New York orrf
party in power. Republican members a buying trip and reports general conof the Committee were not permitted ditions in the east as well as one could
to share with the Democratic mem expect.' Colors, dys stuffs, wash fabbers in drafting the Underwood bill, rics of all kind will be high and the
and this is the custem usually fol colors will not be guaranteed fast.
lowed,
The staples, says Mr. Eubanks, in
"It must be perfectly clear, there which we did most of our buying, is
fore, that the partisan tariff commis about as usual, and we will be prepared to give our customers the same
sion instructed by law to report to
partisan committee, bound by party general service as heretofore.
platforms to legislate in conformity
with the tariff policy of such party,
'nothing but the most extremely par
Mr. H. J. Nelsoa made this office
tisan tariff bill could be the result.
a pleasant call this week. He spent
"From every point of view the Wil the day Sunday at and near Sedan
son tariff commission bill is a step
and reports a busy bunch of farmers.
backward rather than forward, and
should be opposed by everyone who He orders a copy of the paper to C. C.
favors the appointment of a scientific, Hodges, one of the prominent farmers
tariff commission."
of that neighborhood.
High-Costo-

ha-ha-

,

ha-ha-
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LUMBER

-

It

ce

to-w-

Big Jo Lumber Co.

Save Money by Trading
at the Clayton Cash Store
"Top of the World" Flour
A strictly first class Hardwheat Flour for
$3.35 PER CWT.

non-partis- an

Every

com-msai-

sack guaranteed. Other grades at
$2.95, $3.20 and $3.25

tariff-makin-

TRY OUR FINE BREAD
20 ounce Loaves. 10c or 3 for 25c.

Fresh

every day.
GET OUR PROPOSITION ON NEW SUITS
We can save you money
' High Grade Coffee, Canned Goods, Etc.

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR BUTTER,

EGGS, ETC.

Clayton Cash Store
J.

C. Caldwell, Mgr.

.

PHONE 161

Clayton, New Mex.

TES

CLAYTON CITIZEN

McEntaggert returned
Thursday from El Paso, Texas, where
he has been attending a Theological
Seminary. Failure of his health aus-e- d
him to return here and he 'will remain here indefinitely.
Mr. John

Triangle Pictures
Metro Pictures
Paramount Pictures
General Films

GOOD

"CAN ORCHESTRA"

THE LEADERS

K'Uncle Bob" Isaacs is going to give

THE DIXIE
Quality, First, Last and
all the Time

a Free Dance on March 6th, the day
he opens his new building. Dont pass
this one up as Bob says it is to be
the Big Dance of the year and everyone is invited.

The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church
me at the home of Mrs. Floyd Aklns.

sonnel of those in charge and respon
sible for the success of these instituí

a general good time was enjoyed by
all present Several plans lor earning a little money are being considered. The ladies have decided to pur
chase a Communion Service for the
church, also a committee was appointed tu buy dishes to be used at the
entertainments wie cnurcu
to have.

Their methods of conducting business,
guarantees to the people the service
of strong and efficiently managed institutions. In many ways our city is
a distinctive one, and in this particular, there is not exception.

V

rismw refreshments were served and tions is more than worthy of mention

c:l.l.

yAJHMl

flrAa
. uuw

TTnnnr
uv..w. Roll
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NOTICE OF CONTEST
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Clayton, N. M., Feb. 21,

1916.
Rev. E. B. Atwood has been in the
The following are the highest av-- j
To David Hunter of Dalhart, Texas,.
city for a few days, assisting in the
grades made by the Contestee:
erage
examination
people
which
work among the Baptist
pupils in the Clayton
You are hereby notified that Nelis being conducted under the able lead eighth grade
R. Rector, who gives Chicot New
son
Q.
He
Herrín.
er shin of Rev. J.
Mexico, as his post-offiaddress, did
preached some very, effective sermons February 18th:
Hazel Yates, 91
on January 17th, 1916, file in this
while with us and has made many
Ida Weiland, 90.
office his duly corroborated application
friends.
Robert Caldwell, 89
to contest and secure the cancellaBruce Grimes, 881-tion of your Homestead Entry, Serial
Cow Boy Boots
Herrold Rives, 88
No. 020083, made June 19th, 1915, for
Oma Kitts, 86
Made by
E
Section 35, Township 25n.,
Mary Callahan, 861-4- .
C. H. AYER & SONS
Range 27e., N. M. P. Meridian, and
Olathe, Kansas
as grounds for his contest healleges
Now sold in
Clayton Banks Strong Institutions that David Hunter has failed to comClayton, New Mexico
ply with the requirements of the law
By
The banks of the city are institu- as to residence, improvements and
Geo. H. Wade & Co.
tions of which we all have a right to cultivation and has never established,
The volume of business a res'dence upon said land and hat
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"
be proud.
carried on by these institutions in abandoned said land for more than
course of a year will run into figures six months last past
You are, therefore, further notified'
METHODIST NOTES
rather hard for one to comprehend.
the said allegations will be taken
that
will
y.u
days,
many
of
travel
In
Morning: Sunday school, 10:00. scarcely find two institutions in a city as confessed, and your said entry
Preaching at 11:30, A. M. Subject, of the size of Clayton with the finan- will be canceled without further right
cial strength of these two institutions. to be heard, either before this office
"Andrew, the Church Worker."
The banks of a community are the or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
Evening: Preaching 7:30, Subject
reflection of the commercial standing office within twenty days after the
"Lot Lingered."
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday Even- of the community. They are the fin- FOURTH publication of this notice,
ancial "barometer" as it were, by as shown below, your answer, under
ing, :730.
Rev. Autho P. Gaines, Pastor which we keep in touch with the oath, specifically responding to these
business standing of the community. allegations of contest, together with
A church social will be held in the By being a close observer of their due proof that you have served a
M. E. church next Monday evening, statements from time to time one copy of your answer on the said concan know in no uncertain terms testant either in person or by regFebruary 28.
whether a community or city is pros- istered mail.
The program in part will be:
You should state in your answer
1. Music by Enrjco Caruso Plank perous or not. If one is to judge this
community and city by the volume of the name of the post office to which
and Herbert Witherspoon Plank.
2. John Smith, U. S. A., by Thomas business transacted by the banks of you desire future notices to be sent
,
the city, and one can, then we rest as- to you.
Jefferson Woodward.
3. Loesca, by Theodore Roosevelt sured that our city is not only said
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
to be a good one, but is there with Date of 1st publication Feb. 24, 1918
Atchison.
4. An Aeroplane Flight, by Mr. the real goods and that she has the Date of 2nd publication Mar. 2, 1918.
support of the surrounding country Date of 3rd publication Mar. 9, 1918.
and Mrs. Orville Wright Gaines.
All are urged to come
as well. This is not all. The per- - Date of 4th publication Mar. 16, 1911
4.
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Make Your

Ap-

pointments to Meet

at THE DIXIE

Local and
More Bread

Courteous Treatment

Personal

for Your

Money

THAT

at the

Clayton Cash Store.
Mr. H. J. Hammond, of the First
National Bank, was a Raton visitor
the first of the week.

MILLION DOLLAR LOOK"
Can be Obtained at

Geo. H. Wade & Co.
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"
By Buying

Royal Tailored Clothes

Lost One brown mare, lame in one
hind foot, unbranded, 6 years old.
Strayed from home of C. C. Reeves
Use the "Bell of the Rockies"
hard wheat. 10 miles southwest of Clayton. No
Flour. "Non-Sticktify Citizen office and receive reward
W. C. BARNHART.
of $10.00.
We have decided to give a free
Dont buy your seeds until you
Dance at our new building on Opengot our catalog. It is now off the
ing Day, Monday, March 6.
press and will be sent out in a short
Herzstein's seed catalog is the time. We are carrying a full line
most complete book of its class ever of the best seeds to be bad.
Herzstein Seed Go.
issued in Union county. Don't buy
your 'seed until you see it.
Rev. A. P. Gaines has spent most of
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Granville were the week as acting District Superinamong those who were on the sick tendent, on the work conducted by
Rev. Self, preaching, holding quarterlist the first of the week.
ly conferences, and doing the general
Don's forget the date. "Hans Han- work of a real district superintendent.
He enjoyed the work and the outing.
son." Feb. 25.
SITUATION Washing and iron
Come and have a good time at my
xpense. Everyone will be here and ing. ' Bundles called lor and delivered.
welcomed. Some dance Well I should Two blocks east of the lumber yard.
Mrs. Davis.
worry! "Isaacs, of course."
1

"Bob" Lane, late of Weston, Colo
rado, now of near Kenton, Oklahoma,

Billiken Shoes
For the New Generation

a prominent ranchman, was a Clayton
visitor on Tuesday of the week, going
from here to Boise City, Oklahoma,
on business. Attorney O. P. Easter-woo- d

at

Geo. H. Wade & Co.
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"

accompanied him.
V. T. Abbott, of the Texline Enterprise and Glen Smithcrs, round"Hans Hanson" a sure killer for
house employe of Texline, were in the the blues. Mission Theater Friday
city today and made the Citizen a call. 25th.
20 ounce loaves of Bread 10c, 3
25c.

for

Clayton Cash Store.
Mr.

J.

E. McAvoy,

First National Bank,

MONTAGUE

Dresses
for

MADE

and Aprons
Women

Cashier of the Who Appreciate Good Workmanship
Texline, was

a

city visitor on Wednesday of this week
nd made this office a pleasant call.

at

Geo. H. Wade & Co.
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"

Use the "Bell of the Rockies" fam
Mr. J. R. Hughes, of the Kenton
i!y Flour. "Non-Stickhard wheat. neighborhood, was in town Tuesday
W. C. BARNHART.
enroute to Oklahoma City, where he
goes in the interest of his ranch busi
Don't miss the Free Dance at Bob ness. He is one of the prominent
Isaacs' new Building on Opening Day, ranchmen of this section and the Cit
March 6th. "Uncle Bob" has ex izen reaches him at his address each
tended an invitation to everybody and week.
a big time is assured.
Use the "Bell of the Rockies" fam
Buy your seeds from Herzstein's ily Flour. "Non-Stickhard wheat
f'ed that Succeed. Don't order any
W. C. BARNHART.

garden or onion seed until you gel
our prices. We will save you mon

Mrs. A. A. Atchison and Mrs. Alice

wife of our
Wednesday
Mr. Bun Otfilvie received a coop of nitfht of the week by way of Dalhart
i.iiicy chickens one day this week. for St. Louis, where Mrs. A. A. At
About the next thing we will hear chi son was called on account of the
about u poultry show, with Mr. Og serious illness of her sister. They
ilvie getting off with the prizes.
wili probably be away about two
A. Atchison, mother and
office assistant, left on

months.

"Hans Hanson" is a beautifully told
Bfory. Friday night Feb. 25, at the
Mission Theater.

Sixty ounces fine bread for 25c at
Clayton Cash Storo.

2,

TO THE PUBLIC
You have been doing business with us
9 for
two years or more and we are well

known to you, but we wish to call your
attention to:
First: Brown Beauty Coffee; unexcelled
for the strength and flavor.
Second: American Lady and
Belle of the Rockies
The best
family flour ever
offered for sale in Clayton. Prices
always right.
A strictly first-claMeat Market in
9 connection offers the best the
market
affords. Fresh fish and oysters Thursdays and Fridays.

Flour

all-arou-

r

nd

ss

W. C. Barnhart
Clayton, N. M.

Telephone 67
X

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico, County of

n fSIB

MM

Union.

In the District Court of Union
County, Eighth Judicial District of
New Mexico.

-

Epimenio J. Sanchez,
Plaintiff,

ra

No. 1802
Carmelita Cierra Sanchos
The New "Up-to-Da- te
Tailor Shop" is now open
Defendant,
The said defendaaf, Carmelita Cier"
and ready for business in
ra Sanchez, ia hereby notified that
a suit in" Divorce has bata commenced, against you in the District
THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL BLDG ,
Court of Union County, Eighth Judicial District of the State of New
where you may bring that old suit and have it
Mexico, by said Plaintiff, Epimeni J.
Sanchez, Jr., wherein the plaintiff alCleaned, Pressed or Repaired.
leges that he was deserted and abandoned by the said defendant on SepWe will show a full line of Spring and Summer
tember, 5, 1914 and that such deae-tio- n
and abandonment continues down
Woolens from which you can choose that new Suit.
to the date of the filing of this action,
and wherein the plaintiff prays for a
divorce from the defendant, as more
fully set forth in the bill of complaint filed in said action and that
unless you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance in said suit on or
before the 80th day of March, A. D.,
1916, decree
and
Judgment by Default therein will be
rendered against you.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
TAILOR SHOP
set my hand and the seal of said
Court at Clayton. New Mexico this
Raleigh Underwood, Mgr.
8th day of February, A. D., 1916.
Juan J. Duran, Clerk,
Commercial Bldg.,
Clayton, N. M.
Seal
By Ethel Stewart,
Deputy.
0. P. Eaaterwood, Esq.,
Clayton, New Mexico,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
GUY NOTES
J. E. Skelton's sale Tuesday was a
Feb.
March-- 2
big success. A large crowd was presMr. and Mrs. J. W. Thompson were ent and everything brought high
business visitors at Clayton last week. prices. Col. J. A. Sowers cried the
NOTICE OF CONTEST
sale.
C5880
Mrs. J. H. Bearrup was called to
Department of the Interior, 17. S.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Leaverett enterKansas Wednesday by the death of
tained the farmers club with whole- Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Jan.
her mother.
souled Southern hospitality. On the 27, 1916.
To Frank Powell, of Dale, N. M.,
Mrs. W. S. Rowley and little son second Saturday in March the club
spent a couple of days last week with will meet with Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Contestee:
You are hereby notified that TillSowers.
her sister, Mrs. H. G. Hardway.
man L. Moore, who gives Clayton,
From a very small beginning our N. M., in care of L. W. Kingdom, as
Luther Riffle and wife moved back
phone
system has grown until we now his post office address, did on Decon their ranch last Tuesday, from the
have about 60 phones, all connected ember 24, 1915, file in this office his
Baker ranch.
with Clayton by direct wire. It is
Miss Rebecca Hardway and brother probable that one or two other lines
Howard, visited Saturday with Miss will be established within a short
time.
Catherine Quinlan.

X
t

MICHELIN TIRES
GOODYEAR TIRES

FIRESTONE TIRES

Tire Patches and nearly everything

that foes with Tires.

CLEANING

FORD CARS now on hand but we
have notice that the Spring and Summer shortage will be greater than
ever. BUT NOW and be sure of
your CAR.

PRESSING
REPAIRING

We weld, Solder and Braze.
ns a trial.

ON

TE

-

Marion Chelf of Mt. Dora, spent
J. B. Alexander and family were
Saturday and Sunday Visiting Miss given a farewell surprise last Tuesday
Lna Hardgrave.
night. It was an enjoyable occasion.
The Alexanders will move in a few
J. P. Anderson brought a load of days to a ranch near Pasamonte. They
lumber from Des Moines Wednesday are mighty fine folks and we all hate
and will begin building on his claim to see them leave this neighborhood.
immediately.
A. J. Righter.

v

OTHER TIRES

SALE

1--

G?vé

AT

Pioneer Auto Company
J. Hilen Wikoff Agent,
duly corroborated application to con

Clayton,

N. M.

to be heard, either before this office
on appeal, if you fall to file in this
office within twenty days after the
:
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifiically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due proof that yon have served a
copy of your answer on th
'
J"
testant either in person ' '

test and secure the cancellation of or
your homestead entry, Serial No.
012183, made September 28, 1910, for
SW
Section 18, Township 18n.,
Range 34e., N. M. P. Meridian, and
as grounds for his contest he alleges
that said Frank Powell, has failed
to comply with the requirements of
the law as to residence and improvements and cultivation and has never
established residence upon said land
and has abandoned said land for more
than six months last past
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
1-- 4,

íToiÍl
J

isteredmail.

You should

state in

you

war. s, laio.
vr. 16, 1918.

the name of the post office ttl
you desire future notices to be sent
1
to you.
A
.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
'
Date of publications, Feb.
24, March 2.
10-1-

.

The Clay toe Millieg Go

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Rowley
Folsom Sunday, Mr. Rowley
ing home Monday and Mrs.
will Bpend the week visiting
H. Steele.

went to

RESPECTFULLY

INVITES

THE TRADE

returnRowley
Mrs. J.

MOUNTAIN VIEW
Grandma Morían has been sick for
several days but is better again.
Little Helen Talbot has been quite
sick with malerial fever but is reported better at this writing.
Rev." Ferguson of Des Moines, will
preach at the Mointain View school
house next Sunday, February 27, 11
a. m. Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.

The new Barnhart store at "Marion
Center" is a great convenience and is
drawing a liberal patronage. John
Ley is the popular manager.

They have dubbed it Marion Center
because so many people from Marion,
Kansas, are located in this neighborhood.
A petition for a rural route is
ing circulated by J. B. Miller and
Wm. Morían and of course everybody
is signing it
be-

There are now vover 150 people
from Marion county, Kansas, now livr
ing in Union county, New Mexico,- and
there ore others who would like to
come.

Acci-

To thoroughly investigate the merits of our high grade home manufac-

On Monday

of this week, Mr. A.
Garcia of this city, in company
with his wife and daughter, met with
quite a serious automobile accident
They had taken Mr. and Mrs. Fones,
newlyweds, to the Rafael ranch north
west of town and while on the return
trip, when about two miles from town,
their Ford car left the track slightly
and in bringing the car back in the
road, turned too quickly and the car
turned turtle. Mr. Garcia and daughter righted themselves presently after
the fall but Mrs. Garcia was pinned
beneath the car, with the running
board across her neck. In the excitement Mr. Garcia, seeing Mrs. Garcia
under the car, took hold of the car
and attempted to lift the car from
off her, getting hold of the wrong side
and throwing the weight more and
more on her neck, and had it not been
for his daughter calling to him at
this juncture, it might have all resulted more seriously than it did. As
it was, Mrs. Garcia has one arm broken and elbow out of place, with other
injuries. Miss Garcia has a collar
bone broken and Mr. Garcia was cut
about the faco and head and sustained
other bruises, none of which were
very serious.
Unfortunately no one came their
way just at this time and they were
compelled to walk the entire distance
to town before medical assistance
could be given them.

tured product in the following brands:

C.

C.

P. High Patent, at

3.35

"Corona," at

3.20

at

"Princess,"

$3.50

C.

P. Meal, 24 lb package

C.

P. Graham, 101b package..

65

.35

High Grade Rye Flour.

Bran, Corn, Chops, and all kinds of
Stock Feed.

"The proof of the pudding is in the eating."
,

is the pride of our citizenship.

A fair and impartial trial

Our Flour showed an exceptionally high

quality of bread in a contest conducted by the Home
of this city.

It is worthy of a trial by ' you.

Economics
-

Party Motored to Dalhart
Tupiiny being a holiday, the binks

sf the city being

closed, Messrs.

Her-');-

rt

and Chas. Hammond, in com-m- y
with Misses Vendía and Inez
Bower Coulson and family mover1
back to Kansas after proving up or Fkluiid, motored to Dalhart, on a
their claim, but they have come back pleasure trip. The beautiful weather
to sunny New Mexico for keeps. There made the occasion for them a real
joy ride.
is no place like New Mexico.

'

X:.

!

i.

Harry Rowley, Harry and Leland
Lakifl7tfnd "David Yeakle, attended a Three Seriously Hurt in Auto
spelling match at the Pleasant View
dent
school house Saturday.

4

See- -

"QUALITY FIRST" is Our Motto

'
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ISAACS'

DAY

Of The New IMPLEMENT Display Room

We shall have
On Big Monday, March 6th, we wint you all to meet us.
for the boys
smokes
sensible souvenirs for the ladies, at the main store, and
the Linking will be
at the Implement Room. We cannot say'for sure that
first
two ca.rs of impleall finished, but time is getting short and as the
wagons and trucks
ments are now here and the car of moderate priced
will be here by that time, we see no reason for delay.
NOW LET US GIVE YOU A TIP
metals, and while
It makes no difference what you want in the shape of
that you want
we want ail the business we can get, if you are so mmded
BUT Buy it .new.
other than what we sell, we will not get cross
sevens
on account of our opand
As we are aU more or less at sixes
shown on this
Implements
ening day, we really do not know which óf the
all here now and
page we could talk of first or best. Anyway, they are
you will find
doubt),
no
have
when you come to see us (and of that we
".
'.
them all ready for your inspection.
y their
J
with
be
bosses
to
and
fellows
We have invited all the "good
place you will find
us on that day and they will sure be here and at our
Fred, Harry, Kit and John, as well as all the rest down to the Boss to assist
in making the day a memorable one With us all. mmm
mm a
'OF COURSE YOU WILL GET IT AI UAA15"
;
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BOWSHER FEED MILL
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ALFALFA HARROW
P. & 0.

NO. 3B DISK PLOW
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DISK SULKY
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GANG PLOVS
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P. & 0. SULKY PLOW
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Fairbanks - Morse
FARM ENGINE

4
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ECLIPSE

WINDMILLS

v

Economical Simple Light Weight
Construction
Substantial Fool-proo- f
Leak-proGun Barrel Cylinder Bore

ti

of

Compression Complete with

Magneto

Built-i- n

MORE THAN RATED POWER
AND A WONDER AT THE PRICE'

iy2
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YIGGLETAIL

CULTIVATORS
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lúüo, AKaifa, Sorghum, and KaGr are the money was Invested but five
E. U.
Economical Feeds for Finishing months in the cattle, they paid
terest on the investment of $5,312 at
for Market,.
the rate of 26 per cent per annum.
I cry sales any where. Farm
For many years the Panhandle sec- - The profit or loss from such derawhich
item
always
an
sales
is
region
has
onstrations
a specialty. Satisfaction
great
plains
tion of the
been famous for its stock cattle, and is extremely variable. When mar guaranteed. Rates reasonable.
the steers and caljs raised there keted, these cattle were in excellent Call, write or wire me for dates.
Lave gone to fill northern and corn-be- lt condition for the block and on a good
MT. DORA, NEW MEXICO
feed-lot- s
to turn the corn and market should have brought at least
ither feeds raised there into beef. 9 2 cents a pound. At such a price
V ereat manv corn-be- lt
fanners owe a very comfortable profit would have
Panhandle been realized by the feeder. It will
the
prosperityto
aeir
ieer that has converted their cheap.be noted that these cattle dressed out
621-- 2
per cent which clearly shows
beef.
d
ra into
Bank Jokes is a humorous paper
Early farming in the Panhandle was that their condition was such that
opposed
to big mail order houses, de-any
sold
on
well
have
not
would
they
who,
"nester,"
te only by the
ing range enough for his cattle good cattle market. From these data partment stores, chain stores, five
money to buy feeders, was forced it is evident that cattle fattened on and ten cent shops. Bank Jokes believes that true prosperity follows,
to sell the feed he raised to - the big he grain sorghums make as good beef
...
n I.
v
home
trading. Bank men are "Bank j
it
corn-fe-d
cattle.
do
as
Cattlemen lor rougmiiK uucu
It is also to be particularly noted Jokes" when they trade out of town,
hrough the winter, or haul the grain
ration was ob- so are clergymen and town officers.
..town and sell it to the grain deal- - that a
all of which Bank Jokes has been (i a year, but
feeds
the
tained
from
also
way
Panhandle
this
the
In
í famous '. for its gram sor-- were grown on the farm. The ration for the present it is but ten cents
which are grown in place of used was such that when the animals a year. Do not send postage stamps.
'' can be produced at little were on full feed each steer was fed Address BANK JOKES, Yarmouth-por- t.
Mass.
15 milo maize chops, 30 pounds of
'
with the 'coming of the stock kafir silage, with all the alfalfa hay
uwt.
a and sorghum hay it would eat. If the
i I
""r
in the methods of handling cat nutritive ration of this ration is caltle. Men have learned that with the culated on the basis of the digestion
cottonseed meal produced in the south coefficients given by Henry, it will be
and central parts of Texas, added to found to give about 1 part protein to
A modern, eani- the forage and grain sorghums rais- 8.9 parts carbohydrates, which is fairtary Barber Shop
ed in the Panhandle, they can fatten ly close to accepted standards.
demfeeding
The
sreults
is
of
this
the
disadvantage
chief
The
cattle.
Prompt Se r v ice
long haul to market after the cattle onstration, together with many others
conducted along similar lines are
are finished.
Skilled Barbera
In certain sections of the Panhandle gradually bringing the people of the
Hot or Cold Baths
where irrigation is practiced a great great plains region to realize that
deal or alfalfa is grown. During the they have been losing by not feeding
A Lasting Shine
fall of 1914 and winter of 1915, one out their own cattle. In years like
feeding
present
very
little
one,
the
of
that
farmers
leading
stock
the
of
;i Laundry Agency ::
jiection, in cooperation with an agent will be done in this section, but sentiment is growing infavor of full
'.''he department, carried out a
demonstration, using only feeding. The Panhandle lands and
others in this section have been largethe feeds grown on the farm, and
ly broken up into small farming areas
no concentrates at all.
.Jhe - grain used was, milo maize These farms yield products which or"irhajre consisted of alfalfa dinarily are most profitable when fed
'
ay, and kafir silage. to live stock, and the demonstrations
Do You Want to Sell Your Farm?
Here-il- y referred to in this article show that
high-grad- e
Then list it with the Man who
",e
Use the
Sells Land
Flour, uality. They went into good beef can be made by their use.
We have sold more land in this
n medium condition and The feed raised on Panhandle farms
Country the past year than any
good care throughout the must be fed to cattle in order to get
,
other firm.
jriod. The feeding was done twice satisfactory return from it. ThereNo Exclusive Listment In Our
"dally, and an accurate account was fore, as Panhandle farmers learn how
Office Over 60 Days Old
Itept of all feed used and the gains of to utilize these feeds and finish their
We sell land, we don't iwep it!
cattle, more and more cattle will be
tlia cattle.
Come in and give us a description
The figures obtained are given be- fed each year. It is not beyond the
of the land you want to sell
bounds of possibility to suggest that
low:
S. E. LANE LAND COMPANY
70 the great plains region will eventNupber of Cattle
CLAYTON, N- M.
1.031 ually become an important source of
. OriÁntl weight, avcraee
Otto. Bldg. Phone 153
Final anch weight, average. .. .1,367 finished beef, with a greater output
Residence Phone at Thomas
Total ffin per steer, average... 336 than was given during the range days.
Kansas" City selling weight ...1,248
119
Average shrinkage enroute
217 La Folli'tte Throws Hat in the Ring
Net gain per head
151
Feeding period (days)
Madison, Wis., Feb. 22. Before a
2.22
Average daily gain (lbs)
Total cost of steer at 7.36 lb $75.88 conference of progressive-republicagathered in conference here from all
Cveragv selling price at 8.8 and
$108.85 sections of the state, Senator Robert
8.7 cents peround
" You are always next
i .$7.20 M. La Follette tonight announced his
Freight commission, etc
: $25.77 candidacy
for the presidency at the
at the Ecklund."
Net cash return
$14.95 repiiblicnn national convention at ChiCost of producing feed
'
Hot and Cold Baths
cago, iif Juae,,
;. $10.82
Profit per head'.
"I am a candidate- for the repub"... 62.5
Dressing percentage
See 'Dad' for a good Shine
The shrinkage on these cattle was lican nomination for president in
Lafollette said. "I
- unusually large,, the cause of which 1916," Senator
Agency Elite Laundry
'
Vas not ascertained, but was probably believe that patriotic progressive republicans
The
are
at
this
under
time
the
excitement.
unusual
some
due to
Shrinkage should not have been over highest moral obligation to contest
every foot of ground in every state of
80 or 85 pounds per head.
HUSBAND RESCUED
: The year 1914-1- 5 was the most dis the union for representation in the
exChicago
convention."
feeders
have
astrous year cattle
Senator La Follette declared in
perienced in the last decade. Feeders
DESPAIRING WIFE
in all sections of the country lost favor of an embargo on arms; for the
money because of the great slump manufacture of munitions of war; asin the prjcó'of fat cattle. If the feed- - serted that any standing army the
of After Four Tears of Discouraging
in tíiis instance had purchased an government maintains, instead
Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gave
the feed at market prices they would leading wasteful, useless lives should
Up in Despair.
Husband
have cost him in town about $33.60 in time of peace be employed in soper head he, too, would have lost cial service for the government; deCame to Rescue.
money. When, however, the feeds ar clared for a conference of neutral nacharged, as m this instance, at the tions for the purpose of promoting
Catron, Ky. In an interesting letter
and through its, (rom this place, Mrs. Bettie Bullock
cost of their production on the farm, by
" profit of $10.82 per head was real friendly offices the early cessation of writes as follows : "I suffered for four
hostilities and the early establishment years, with womanly troubles, and during
ized.
In this statement no credit was of peace among the nations.
this time, I could only sit up for a little
"One of the worst evils of the mili- while, and could not walk
made for the manure, although in
anywhere at
cnany sections where manure is used tary spirit that is being fostered is all. At times, I would have severe pains
In fields this byproduct has very high that it absorbs public attention to in my left side.
value. In fact, in certain sections ' such an extent that other matters of
The doctor was called in, and his treatof the feeding districts of the north ' great interest go unnoticed," the señ ment relieved me for a while, but I was
an d southeast the manure is regard ator asserted.
soon confined to my bed again. After
He denounced the water power bill that, nothing seemed to do me any good.
ed as go valuable that the feeders
Ji'il,thn.t if they merely break even pending before the senate at the pres- I had gotten so weak I could not stand,
on the cost of feeding the animals the ent time as a bad issue; assailed the and I gave up in despair.
manure gives them a reasonable profit. navy leave propaganda and declared
At last, my husband got me a bottle of
In the particular case.no value was tht the seven million republican voters Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I, comwis figured for the manure, for the of the United States were not a will menced taking it. From the very first
reason that farmers in this immediate ing party to what took place at the dose, I could tell it was helping me. I
can now walk two miles without its
.sacuda of the Í great plains country Chicago convention in 1012,
A conference early in the day tiring me, and am doing my work."
do not use manure and regard it as
If you are all run down from womanly
practically worthless. Their objec- pledged to the senator the twenty-si- x
tion to manure is that it tends to delegates of Visconsiri and ten from troubles, don't give up in despair. Try
Cardui, the woman's tonic. It has helped
cause the crops to burn or wither North Dakota.
more than a million women, in its 50
eleven
An
committee
executive
of
weather.
during hot, dry
years of wonderful success, and should
Labor wag not charged against the members to manage the campaign for surely help you, too. Your druggist has
cattle. If labor had been charged at delegates to the convention was sel-- sold Cardui for years. He knows what
will do. Ask him. He will recomMadisonSIIRDLUETAOIN EAON itmend
$2 per steer,
interest and depreciait. Begin taking Cardui today.
CO
H.
and
ected
with Charles
Crownheart of
cents,
tion on equipment at
if
Clutiinooga MeJiclna Co., Ladles
Write
of the Advisory to:
feeds had been charged, as has been Madison, former chairman
Dept., Chattanooga, Trim,, for Sivrial
your cas and 64 page book, ' Home
Jiuhiiclitmt
on
done, at cost of production, a net pro- Wisconsin Industrial commission
Treatment for Woman' aant In plain wrapper. Eoo-- 8
fit of (8.32 per head was made. As chairman.

Jacobs

Col.

Public Auctioneer

3

I

BUY-- SADDLES
HARNESS
LEATHER GOODS

Bankers & Storekeepers

high-price-

from

Max Gonzales

i

Clayton, N.

II

-i-

well-balanc-

n,

tit

Dyche

--

pur-hasi-

FARM LANDS
WANTED

..-..-

-

Bring your old saddles, harness, etc., and have
them made new at a reasonable cost.
SPECIAL ORDERS
receive

prompt and careful attention.
We Buy Old Saddles and Harness

1916

CATALOG
of the

The University of New Mexico
Ready on or abou March 15. If interested
in work at the State University, now or in the
and hive a copy reserved
future, write
without charge.
publication,
to be mailed you on
to-d-

Address:

David R. Boyd, President, Albuquerque, N. M.

J. C. BARR
GAFE

RESTAURANT

First door South of Dr. Slack's office

Meals 25c Short Orders

ECKLUND

BARBER SHOP

--

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch & Irrigation
Company
CLAYTON
Rooms 75 to $1.50
riBST CLASS

NEW MEXICO.
Meals 25 and 50c.

O

RESTAURANT OPEN

DAY AND NIGHT.

Steam Heat, Bath and Electric Lights.
Call For All Traína.
Sample Room Free.

Auto Service Day and

NigHt.

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch and Irrigation Co., Proprietors
SEE

Swastika Coal

If

1

Special cash discount of

PINION NUT

on

$61

50c per ton
ASH orders

of

G. G.

Granville

on

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
Shortage of Paper Supply is Alarming

year, however, Swedish mills began ha, Nebraska, to spend a few days
Mr. A. W. Thompson returned from
to run out of wood aso.n account of visit with his mother and after en- - Denver today.
the conditions, they could not secure' joying a most pleasant time with home,
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 21. It
the usual amunt from Russia, so that folks, returned to Clayton by way of j Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eklund and fan
known that the war in Europe has
cut off the Swedish supply.
crease.
(Denver. He was absent from home ily motored to Des Moinea, Sunday.
brought on unprecedented conditions
Alum, 800 to 400 increase.
Then European mills, formerly
business duties for about a month
and has revolutionized many former
pendent upon Germany and Sweden and comes back with a good, healthy j yr
Rosin, 40 per cent increase.
jj jnkin, in company witk
conditions in this country. Many lines
Wire screen, 25 to 35 per cent in for pulp, turned to Canada, taking all 'supply of energy. Mr. Johnson is Mrg Tom poyner and the Missel Sny-t- he
of business are seriously affected. It
surplus Canadian pulp which for- - one of those fellows, of which Clay- - der, motored to Dalhart on Wednesday
crease.
is probably not generally realized the
'
merly came to the United States, ton has not a few, that is always '
Felts, 50 per cent increase.
week.
0
alarming extent to which the paper
Bleaching powder, 100 per cent in This caused a forther shortage. To readv to mit the best foot forward
Industry is affected in the United
crease and none to be had.
this trouble was added the high prices i when it is for the good of Clayton
States and the entire woruL
í
Vl a
Ovt1 nnil tVn
vmwtMrtnM
knntHnnii
nnwnnw
Olí
Colors 500 to 2,500 per cent and up. OnI
NOTICE OF CONTEST
uva wiw
jr vi oil
UUSiiiCOil tUULCUl
auu laic lIlttillinULU
bu nVtaminala
i.iiciuiaio aitu
ouiu
The paper trade is now facing an
Satin white, 25 to 50 per cent in dyes, of which Germany formerly sup- -' of which he is manager is sure to
C 5912
absolute famine and many mills will crease.
plied us with the greater part All, prosper under his direction,
be forced to shut down on account of
Department
of the Interior, U. 8.
Blanc fix, 100 to 150 per cent in these conditions making it increasing- being unable to obtain rags, pulp and crease.
Land Office, Clayton, New Mexlofc
ly difficult for the paper makers to . Coffee
Demonstration Big Success. February 17, 1916.
chemicals. The largest mills in the
secure supplies.
Cesien, 250 per cent increase.
country are refusing to make prices
To Edmund L. Hall, of Box 52
3.
Increased demand.
Soda ash, 300 per cent increase.
except at such terms as they may
The coffee demonstration held m Austin, Texas, Contestee:
.TllRt nt the timp that nnnpr Wamo
Rags have advanced in price, both
name upon receipt of the order at the on
trpmpn,., 5n the Clayton Cash stote on Wednes-- You are hereby notified that Wil
a
rm
account of short supply and the
mills, same being subject to their demand.
a ijam h. Shaw, who gives Harrington,
Munition makers are using crease in business, both here and in :day and lnursday seemed to be
ability to make the paper at all. They
several
success.
There
are
rousinS
New Mexico, as his postoffice address,
tremendous quantities of cotton rags England and South America, creat-- 1
will take no contracts nor orders for to
make explosives. Formerly Amer- ing an enormous and unheard-o- f de- - thing8 that might have been the at did on January 25th, 1916, file in thif
future delivery. The situation is des ican
mills imported vast quantities for paper. Stocks everywhere were traction- - The first was tnat t was office his duly corroborated applicperate.
ln,nK 11 W88' wno tion-tcontest ana secure tne
of rags, from Europe. This is all short and there came a tremendous ' lree- - Jonnme'
Many of the largest paper manufacRight on top of the shortage said that he took everything that was intion of your homestead entry, Se- shut off. Russia uses linen almost as
turers in this country view the sit- universally as we do cotton and a South America, Asia and Australia, lree ne l00K lnB munJP3' ucren pUx, ,al No. oy3&& maae uctoDer ist, ivv.
uation with the greatest alarm. The t
aec. az, w
i
i came and even some of the European coun- lor JNiJ 4 oí
Px
large proportion
oi our supply
d
mills are not making contracts for
uo wl"
xmw
z
naa
Qenuy
w
lo
BW
oi
80meinl"e
of
began
buy
to
paper
tries,
in
None
America
from there.
has been coming
111611 there was the lady
future delivery and are naming prices in for
tradeRange
24n.,
Township
23,
on
28,
exist-jcoffto offer big premiums over
months and stocks are exhaust
only subject to their acceptance on
ar
w. M.
A
I wno Bervea lne conee.
Meridian, ana as grounas io
ing prices.
ed.
' could tel1 írom the few time that his contest he alleges that Edmunl
receipt of orders and some mills are
The
combined
demand
is
for
several
Chlorine
(bleach) has advanced
refusing to fill contracts placed with
we were in there about a11 the men in L. Hall, has wholly abandoned sail
per pound to about 15c times as much paper as American
them before the situation became so from 1
wer there for coffee- - 1116,1 there claim for a period of over six month
mills can make and the available sup-i0acute. The mills advise they are un- on acount of the stopping of the sup- ply of raw material is very short andiwas mana&er J- - c- - Caldwell. It was and said defaults continue down f
able to secure uspplies and materials ply from Europe and the. domestic hit n nrirn. nn it ! tin nn1 nri
Buiueuuug w uo uiuunu m.clb aale 01 COniesi amoavii,.
: wu"
on contracts they have placed, and makers are busy with chlorine gas are jumping.
He reporto the
i and hear him tolk'
You are, therefore, further notifie
There is no precedent
even in many cases where consumers and chloroform.
demonstration very gratifying to his that the said allegations will be takea
present
for
this
may
situation.
Prices
2. Decreased supply.
receive quotations and wire accept
new business.
as confessed, and your said entry wiB
advance as much aa 100 per cent.
Other paper ingredients are simance, they are often informed that
be canceled without further right
conditions continue to grow
If
ilarly affected by demand and supply.
the stocks have all been sold.
the
entertained
Exum
Miss
Hallie
be heard, either before this office or am
worse the newspapers will have to
P.luh An Worlnpft- - oMnol 4 irnn fail trt fta in tVvia nffifln
C'ilra Viva TTiin4i-oNow, the fact is, there is tremen Before thew ar Germany supplied a increase
advertising rates
their
.
....
m.
H
dous demand for paper; a shortage of large part of the paper for the world well as their subscription rates.
days alter tne
day aiternoon at tne nome oi ner sis- - within twenty
materials, with high prices, and a wild except to the United States, and even
Priestley.
this
D.
W.
ter, Mrs.
notice
FOURTH publication of
scramble to secure such materials as this country bought considerable paas shown below, your answer, undflr
Morris Johnson Returns Home
are yet obtainable. Many dealers per and lots of pulp. Sweden and
Attorney F. O. Blue returned Wed- - oath, specifically responding to these
will be out of paper unless some' Austria also sold lots of pulp, news
Inesday from a business and profes- - allegations of contest, together witfr
Mr. Morris Johnson, one of the sional trip through the southern part due proof that you have served a copy
thing unforseen occurs and every in paper and wrapping these countries
dication is that prices will continue making paper and pulp from Russian leading merchants of the city, and of the county, visiting Mosquero, Roy of your answer on the said contestant
Mer- - and other points while awey.
manager of the
to advance repidly and that paper wood.
either in person or by registered malL
'
will egt scarcer until an actual fam
Germany and Austria, of courso, cantile Co., returned on Saturday from
You should state in your answer the
ine fxists and that many buyers will were shut out at once, but general an extended business and pleasure
Mr. W. B. Warrenburg, of Seminole, name of the post office to which yom
be nuable to secure their necessary business was so paralyzed all over trip to the east. He spent about two "Okla., is in the city for a few days desire future notices to be sent to yoe.
supply.
PAZ VALVERDE, Registe,
the world that existing stocks of paper weeks at Hot Springs, Ark., enjoying looking the country over and in com- The causes of this condition are:
lasted for months and the loss of the a much needed rest, and from there pany with B. F. Campbell, made the Date of 1st publication Feb. 24, 1911L
1. Increased cost of all materials German and Austrian supply was not he went to Kansas City, St. Louis Citizen office a call. He is well im- - Date of 2nd publication Mar. 2, 1911
used in making paper, some of which felt, while Sweden could continue to and Chicago, in the interest of his pressed with the country and thinks Date of 3rd publication Mar. 9, 1918.
are:
supply her share. After about one firm. From Chicago he went to Oma- - of locating here.
Date of 4th publication Mar. 16, 1918.
Rags, 100 per cent increase.
Bleaches sulphited, formerly $40 per
ton, now $110.
is well
Soda pulp, 30 to 60 per cent in
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Beginning Feb. 28th, 1916
Our Mr. Tixier, just returned from the market where he purchased a new, and

up-to-da-

te

line of merchandise.

to make room for our new summer stock we are going to Sell the items listed at a Big Reduction.

for Two Weeks

only, so make your Selection

early.

--

In order

Remember, this is

All goods are strictly first class in every particular.

Remember too, we are giving 10 per cent discount on our entire stock of merchandise, save the few items mentioned below.

Men's Suits

COMFORTS-BLANK- ETS

Red Seal Cotton Filled Comforts
$3.00 value, sale price . . $2.25
Wool Nap Blankets, $4.00 value
sale price
$2.63

BOYS' and CHILDRENS' SUITS
I

Good, seasonable,
models.

snappy suits, latest weaves
Strictly first class and
up-to-dat-

and

BOYS' OVERCOATS

e.

1

All

$6.50 Suits, sale price
$10.00 Suits, sale price

Wool Nap Blankets, $3.00 value,
sale price
$2.25

All

12.50 Suits, sale price

8.98

All

11.69

Cotton Blankets $1.75 value, sale

All

$15.00 Suits, sale price
$18.00 Suits, sale price
$22.00 Suits, sale price

Wool Nap Blankets, $3.50 value,
asle price
$2.63

.$1.35'

price

10 PER CENT

REDUCTION

ON ALL GOODS
Save Flour, Sugar, Tobacco, Po-

tatoes and Mens' Overalls.

All

$

4.35
7.50

13.98
14.98

Mo Go Tixier
Clayton, N. M.

FLEASE GIVE US A CALL WHETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.

lot Boys' Overcoats, size 4 to 8,
$3 to $8, choice
$1.98

SHOES
1

All

lot choice new suits for boys
and children 50 per cent Off

lot Ladies Patent Leather, Brocade top, $3.00 value .$1.98

lot Boys' Red Goose School
Shoes, $3.00 value
$2.10
1

10 PER CENT REDUCTION
ON ALL GOODS

Save Flour, Sugar, Tobacco, Po-

tatoes and Mens' Overalls.

OUR TIME IS YOURS

se-an-

d.

í

J

NOW

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

Mr. Buyer,

to purchase your implements, Windmills, Hardware, etc., and we extend to you a cordial invitation to visit
our store while in the city and inspect our complete stocks. Make our store your headquarters. Our store service is
your service. Courteous, efficient salesmen always ready to show you our goods, and assist you in making your selections. Spring is here: That means new implements, a new windmill, or hardware for that new house. Buy them now.
Below we list a few implements, stove and hardware items that you will need and we ask your inspection.

--

The Studebaker Company after Building Millions of
Vehicles throughout a period of Sixty Years know
what is required of them and knowing the cost of
construction do submit this line as the best value on
the market today. Our prices are as low as can be
made by any dealer who retains a fair profit and
gives you your moneys worth- -

The acknowledged standard of Excellency in Implements the world over is the John Deere Line. It
has been the Model that others have attempted to
follow, yet it has never been successfully imitated and
today is above all competition in the Essential Points
of Excellency, viz: Material, Mechanical Construction
and Workmanship.

THE

is a never-endinwho will use it.

PROBLEM PERMANENTLY SOLVED

WATER

g

supply, free to those
;

i

,

The first cost of a Star Windmill
is its last cost; there is no operating expense.
It will pump all the
water you want year in and year out
for less than one-ha- lf
cent a day. It
will run day or night, if equipped
with a regulator or a regulator pump,
for weeks at a time, with practically
no attention whatever. No cranking,
no "kicking back," no fussing and fixing just patient, faithful service, day
or night, winter or summer, for years

Not in twenty years has the windmill

been as popular and as thoroughly
appreciated as it is today. It is unquestionably the logical, economical
and permanent solution of the water
pumping problem. Now more than
ever before it is realized that there
is no pumping device which can take
the laurels from the windmill.
Wind is not measured by the gallon
and variously quoted at from 20 to
50 cents, and sometimes higher. There

i

Hardware

Stoves

:

Paints

:

Harness

:

STOVES

HARDWARE
HARNESS

Builders' Hardware
Granite ware, Heavy
Hardware and Steel
Goods.

GOODS

Our leather

goods

fEBSf-

line is complete.

i ,

"

'

-

'.

line of
steel and cast ranges
Gasoline Stoves and

Complete
-

Oil Stoves.

3

PAINTS
New assortment of

China and Glassware

9
Otto-Johnso- n

Complete line1
Williams

Sherwin--

Paints

See our full line of
Wall Papers.

and Varnishes

t

MercantileCo.

Hardware Department

5

'cIaytcit crr
Spring Seed Wheat $1.25 per Bushel State of New Mexico,
8 2 miles southeast of Clayton on County of Union,
Texline road. Cook Bros., R. R. No. In the District Court
1, Clayton,' N. M.
3t The First National Bunk ot Trinidad.
Plaintiff,

THEATRE

MISSION

3 Performances Only
Saturday Matinee and Night,, Feb. 26, and
Sunday Matinee Only, Feb. 27
rWWl mm
r
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versus
No. 1711
J. M. Potter, Cordelia Potter, Ethel
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Wade,' Robert E. Potter, Goke. Black- ' C G879
n
well and Lawrence,
MerDepartment of the Interior, U. S. cantile Company and Giles L. Marsh,
Defendants.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Jan. NOTICE OF M'fcXlAl, MASTER'S SAJJE
27, 1916.
Judgment and decree and order of
To Charles Arn; of Dale, N. M., sale having been on the 20th day of
November, A. D. 1915, rendered In the
Contestee:
above numbered and
cause,
notified
You are hereby
that Till pending la the DluU'ict entitled
Court of Union
man ju Moore who gives Uiayton, County, New Mexico, wherein the First
New Mexico, care L. W. Kingdom, as National Bank of Trinidad Is plaintiff,
J. M. Potter, Cordelia Potter, Ethel
e
his
address, did on Dec. 24, and
Wade, Robert E. Potter, Goke, Black- 1915, file in this office his duly cor well and Lawrence,
n
Mer
roborated application to contest and cantile Company and Giles L. Marsh are
secure the cancellation of your home- defendants, said Judgment being In fa
vor of
said plaintiff and against
stead entry No., Serial No. 014288 the said the
defendants, J. M. Potter and
made Jan. 8, 1912, for NW
section Cordelia Potter, for the aggregate
19, Township 18N., Range 34E., N. amount of BEVEN THOUSAND THREE
M. P., Meridian, and as grounds for HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX and
DOLLARS, with eight per
Inhis contest he alleges that said terest thereon from its date centum
until paid,
Charles Arn, has failed to comply besides the cost of suit, and said Judg
with the requirements of the law as ment and decree further being In favor
to residence, improvements, and cul of the said plaintiff and agalnat the
said defendants, Ethel Wade. Robert
tivation, and has failed to establish E. Potter,
'Mercantile
has
residence and
abandoned the said Company and Giles L. Marsh, and find
land for more than six months last ing and declaring the rights, Interests,
claims, demands and title of the said
past.
last named defendants to oe subject
You are, therefore, further notified and subordinate to those of the plain
that the said allegations will be taken tiff In and to said lands and real esas confessed, and your said entry tate and tenements hereinafter de
will be. canceled without further right scribed, and establishing and forever
post-offic-

wmm.

irHIM
fea

:M-i,áit-é'

half of northwest quarter ( Bectíb
SI, west half of Muthweat quartet;
southeast quarter ot southwest e.iaa
ter and southwest quarter ot south
east quarter of Section 19, In Township 31, North of Range 8T East, ant
southeast quai ter of Section 14 tx
Township 21, North of Range It
East;
and ordering said last above describe
lands and tenements sold, according
to law and the usual practice of sail
court, to satisfy said sum of one th vs.
and nine hundred sixty seven and
dollars, with Interest and costa
as above mentioned; and, said Judgment
and decree further having named au4
appointed the undersigned, Dudley
Snyder, as a Special Master In Chancery, with directions to advertise ant
sell, as above provided for aad ate
tloned, all of the above dscrlbd lands
and tenements In the event the said
defendeats should fall or refuse to pay
the full amount of the said Judgment,
Interest and costs as herein describe!
and according to the terms of the same
(thin 90 days after the 10th dar
--

II-1-

November, 1915.
NOW, THEREFORE,
under and by
virtue of the said decree and order
of sale above described, and by au
thority of the power vested in the un- erslgned by law, the undersigned Spe
cial Master In Chancery will, as supa
special master In chancery,
in the
event the said defendants, or their
sslgns, shall fall to pay and satisfy
the said judgment above
describe1.
according to the terms and eendltloBS)
by
paying
aame,
the
the amouat
of
thereof, with interest and costs thereon as stated, within (0 days after U
date, offer for sale, and sell to tjU
quieting the title of the plaintiff In highest bidder, for cash, at the Eart
and to said lands as against the aatd front door of the courthouse, at Clay-to- n.
Union County, New Mexico, at
defendants, Ethel Wade and Robert E.
Potter, and said Judgment and decree three o'clock in the afternoon, on the
further finding and declaring the 11th day of March, A. D. 1918, all t
amount of five thousand four hundred the right, title, Interest, claim and deeighteen and
Dollars out of the mand of the above named defendants.
aggregate sum above described to be nd each of them, In and to all of the
and constitute a first lien to such ex above described lands and tenements,
tent upon and against the following or as much thereof as may be necessary
described lands and tenements in Un to satisfy the respective amounts de
creed to be a lien. upon and against
lpn County, New Mexico,
West half ot northeast quarter of the same, as herein above provided
Section 30, southeast quarter ot for and set out and as mentioned aad
northeast quarter of Section 30, described in the said decree and Juds
northwest quarter of southeast quar ment In this cause. In addition to (he
tor of section 80, all In Township accruing coBts of advertisement and
sale as provided for by the statute hi
31, north of Range 37 East; south
such cases and
accordance with the
east quarter of southwest quarter, usual practice Inin said
court; that the
and southeast quarter of Section amount due in the aggregate upon the
5
southeast quarter of south said date of sale will be as follows:
west quarter, south half of south Principal and Interest: Seven Thous
st quarter, of section 4, north half and Five Hundred Sixty Six and 29- 100 Dollars; costs, Forty and
northeast quarter of Section
rth half of northwest quarter of Dollars, besides the costs of advertise-ent and sale; that of such aggregate
ction 10, all In Township SI, North
Range 36 East; also, all water amount of (7566.79 so due at the d$le
1 water rights In and to what Is of sale, the sum Of 35551.04 will constitute a Ken against the lands ant
wn and called the "ESCONDUJO
tlGATION DITCH" on. adjacent real estate In the first above paragraph
ind connected with all or any part described; that of such aggregate sum
so due on the date of sale the sum of
he above described lands;
irderlng Bald above described (2015.75 will constitute a lien against
and tenements sold, according to the lands and real eBtate described la
nd the usual practice ot said the seoond paragraph embraelag last
to satisfy said sum last above descriptions aa above set out; that tha
ned, with 8 per centum interest sum of $40.33 as costs will constituía
a lien against all of said land aborts
e costs of such suit; and, said described; that the lands, as described
Vnt and decree further finding in said two paragraphs above will be
iclarlng the amount of one sold to satisfy the above respective
)d nine hundred sixty seven and Hen amounts against each part of suefn.
I dollars,
with Interest thereon lands.
Ya date at eight per centum per
Witness my hand and seal this !
I besides the coats of suit, out day of February, A. D., 1911.
aggregate sum of the said
(Se
DUDLET W. 8NTDHH,
seven thousand thne
ht,
As Special Master In Chancel
eighty six and
dollars,
lid constitute a first lien upon O. P. Easterwood. Esq.,
Clayton, K. M--,
1 tenements In Union County.
Attorney
65-1-
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WHICH IS BELIEVED TOBE THE MOST NOTEWORTHY
ACHIEVEMENT IN THE WSTORYOF MOTION PICTURES
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Otto-Johns-

to be heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fall to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due, proof that you have served a
copy of your answer on the said contestant either in person or by reg
istered mail.
xou should state in your answer
the name of the post office to which
you desire future notices to be sent
to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Date of publications, Feb.
10-1- 7.
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If you are a true American it is youi
duty to see this wonderful production
Kansas City Stock Yards, Feb.21. ;' some low grade Southerns aroun
Cattle sold stronger last week, closing $6.00. Trade in provisions and freal
firm in all departments total supply pork continues satisfactory, but lan
for the week moderate at all points. ing at a strong price, $6.50 to $7.50
The supply here today is 11,000 head, sold fit $8.00 and $8.05. Pigs are sell
market steady to strong, with some moves slowly. Sheep and lambs sole
sales a Bhade higher. Good to choice steady to strong today, receipts 14,.
steers are lacking today, although 000 head. Best lambs sold at $11.0(
f8.40 was bid on some pretty good up to noon, but late sales reached
steers without getting them, up to $11.10, medium lambs sold at $10.60
noon. Just fair sters sold at $7.85 to $10.90, best yearlings $10.00, ewes
to $8.20, including five cars of Okla- $7.35 to $7.65, feeding lambs worth
homa steers at $8.05 and four cars at $9.75 to $10.50. Receipts today in$7.85, the Oklahoma steers mentioned cluded consignments from the three
weighing around 1300 lbs. Some pulp big Colorado feeding sections, and a
fed steers sold at $7.90 to $8.00, and few from New Mexico, Texas,' and
pulp bulls brought $6.40. Plain warm- native territory feeding lots. Moded up natives sold at $7.35 to $7.75. erate receipts are in sight here for
Cows and butcher steers continued to the balance of the week.
J. A. RICKART,
be firm today, in line with their perMarket Correspondent
formance during the past several
weeks. Choice heavy cows are worth
$7.00, pretty good cows, including
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Plunkett, of
pulp fed and other westerns, $6.15 to near Moses, were guests of Chas. Law
$6.76, medium cows $5.25 to $5.90, and family this week.
canner $4.50 to $4.75, except nondescripts, which sometimes sell around
Mr. Roberts, of Pasamonte, had sale
$4.25, good bulls $6.00 to $6.50, others bills printed at this office this week,
down to $5.25, veals $8.50 to $11.00. advertising a sale to be held at that
Mild weather is stimulating demand place once each month. A nice line
for stockers and feeders, sales of the of stuff is to be offered and everyone
good ones of all weights from $7.00 interested should attend.
to $7.75, plain cattle $6.25 to $6.75.
A drove of choice Colorado yearlings
Wove Bone Corsets
brought $7.50 today, other good ColoNow Sold in Stores
rado $7.15. Kansas stockers brought
Geo. H. Wade & Co.
$7.10, which cost $6.25 here 70 days
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"
ago, having subsisted on roughness
Sell Them
without corn in the meantime. BreedIn Clayton, New Mexico
ing cows and heifers continue strong,
$1.50 TO $3.50
at about the highest prices of the
winter, most "of the stock cows and THEY WERE FORMERLY SOLD AT
'
$6.00 to $12.00
heifers at $8.50 and $7.00, occasional
By Corset Peddlers
sales of fancy bred White Face heifers at $7.75 to. $8.00. Hogs sold
Morgan Harvey, Thomas E. Owen
strong to 5 higher today, receipts are
13,000 head. The opening was weak and uJdge Toombs motored over to
and slow, but packers' necessities soon Raton on Sunday to be present in
asserted themselves, and the close the injunction case before Judge Lieb,
was 5 higher, packers paying to the in hwich Mr. Walters is plaintiff and
top $8.25. Order buyers also brought Sheriff Crumley is defendant. On the
liberally, and ten or a dozen loads return trip the car broke down at
brought $8.20, bulk of sales $7.80 to Des Moines and they engaged the
$8.20. A feature was the arrivel of services of a "jitney" to make the
9 cars of Colorado pea fed hogs, that balance of the trip to Clayton.
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Our Job Printery is Complete
Our SERVICE is the distinctive feature of our
office. It will pay you to prove our statement
with a trial. Orders received by mail will receive the same careful attention as though
you had handed them in personally.
We handle a full line of Legal Blanks and solicit your order, either by mail or in person.
Standard prices. Our equipment enables us to
serve you with DISPATCH. Don't wait a week
Get that order FROM US "POCO PRONTO."
.

(This and many other ads in this issue were
composed on our new Model 15 Linotype)

"It Pays

to Advertise"

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
!

We handle all the Famous Case Implements.
i TOM GRAY LUMBER CO.
See us before buying.
Our nrices are hest
DEALERS IN HUM DINC MATERIALS
Lumber., Láth. Shingles., Sash., Doors.
1
0
J Moldings, Roofing, Building Paper,
Beaver Wall Board
X

The Seed Hopper and Spout Icing
mounted on

"1

P

t.h

)

telescoping, because both are
raised wi th the beam and are always n the same relative posi-lic- :;
to catli other. Noehance
tocloguor get out of order. I

.flr
w

Variable Drop, controlled by a
, vi ..ij y cmeiiuy piacea
near the hopper isures accurate dropping. An opening in
the spout enables the operator
to see the seed passing down,
rianting distances may be
. .. v
iu v lililíes.
-

---
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LET US FIGURE YOUR BILLS, LARGE OR SMALL

I

a

mt

TELEPHNE

Bob Bown, Mgr.

i28

w

MMMmHMHH
mat tJayton Hour

OUR
HOME
MADE
FLOUE
The Clayton Mill is now rnniug full time manufacturing

.

f

ív----

$

J

The "CP." Highest Patent Hard Wheat Flour.
The "Corona" High Patent Hard Wheat Flour.
The "Princess" Fancy Patent Hard Wheat Flour.
And while we are maldnr the nrices
t ot.otw0.

varied

t Qu.I.ty Second to None

so

Shipped to Clayton

la BwznPBa

w

oi. caca and every sack so you

Ask your dealer for Clayton Flour.

Clayton Milling Camp

x

I
I
mine

They are all

TO HANDLE IT
Buy our Corn Meal, Graham. Mill run Bran,
Fancy White

1

2

ty Eastern Ccir.pelilcr. 1

RUN NO RISK IN BUYINP. IT

0

X

Short, etc

JU

f

The Disc

rivera are held firmly in

the
by spring pressure, allowing tliera to
ride over obstructions
width and angle, enabling the operator to act
juit
the d.
right. Shovel Covers furnished if desired.

V

H. Herzstein
"Washington
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Day Is Observed
ital

at

Cap-

jf

Seed Co.
We are now located in the

Who Wouldn't Grow?

The keeper was feeding
thons. Several live rabbits w
ed into the cage and immedia
greedily eaten by the reptil
struggling rabbits, although
ly almost as laree as the snp

Washington, Feb. 22. Every
of the American government paused to day to pay homage to the memory of George Washington in the capital which bears his name.
swallowed whole one after I
President Wilson, Secretary Dan- The ghastly sight
prompted
iels, Ambassador Jusserand and other any looking
man to exclaim
national figures gathered at a cele"Gruesome, eh, keeper," I
bration at Continental Memorial Hall
The keeper turned a gland
under the auspices of the Associated upon the professor.
Patriotic Societies.
"Yes, and you'd a grew
Both houses of congress suspendif you'd et all that livestock,
ed business while Senator Johnson of
Chicago News.
Maine and Representative Baker of
California read General Washington's
farewell address with its poignant How he Caught Cold.
phrases warning against "insidious
"Would you give me a
wiles of foreign influence," "mischiefs tea, ma'am, if you pleas
4f foreign intrigues" and the impo- tramp. "I have a heavy co
stures of pretended patriotism."
ing from sleeping in th
The farewd! adJress has been read night."
in congress eveiy
for genera"Where did you slee
tions, but probably never before were mnn?" asked the old la
Washington's words so closely applied
"I slept in the field down yonder
to present day conditions.
and forgot to close the gate." New
At Mount Vernon wreaths and flow- York Globe.
ers were laid on the first president's
tomb, many made pilgrimages to the Too Much for Her.
rooms where he lived and died and
A little girl who was enrolled in
others visited his monument, which the
extension department of the Y.
towers from the mall here.
M. C. A. was asked by one of the
Business in nil the executive departsecretaries of the association why she
ments was suspended for the day.
no longer attended
the technical
At Continental Memorial Hall the grammar
class.
President and a large audience ap"Well," replied the girl, "I have alplauded the reading of Washington's ways
thought a conjunction was a
views on national preparedness
in place where
trains stopped. When
excerpts from his messages to con- I
learned it was a word that connect
gress.
ed other words the class was too much
"Although written more than a hunfor me." Indianapolis News.
dred years ago, these words of Washington sound as if he had just awakj
ened from his long sleep to utter them, Sure Thing.
'going
Isaacs Cohen is
to retire
no applicable are they to us now,"
declared William C. Fitts, former At- from business for five years.
Abrams Oh, I heerd him say dot
torney General of Alabama, one of the
nefore.
speakers.
Isaacs Yes, but dis time der Judge
President Wilson made no address,
of de court said 'it.
lut he presented a gold medal on
o fthe patriotic societies to Miss
Ina M. Lawrence, winner of nn essay Wished a Medium.
contest on "The Campaign Against
A story is told of a Frenchman who
Quebec in 1775," nmong the school was very anxious to see
an American
children of the District of Columbia.
business man at his home. The first
"I am not going to embarrass you morning when he called at the house
by making a speech," the president this maid replied to bis query, "the
told Miss Lawrence, as he handed her master is not down yet," meaning
the medal. "I am just going to
do vn stairs
The following morning
you most sincerely
upon lie called ilgnin and was met wjth
your success."
"The mastir is not up yet," meaning
Vice President Marshall designated f hut he ha'l not arisen from his bed.
Senator Johnson to read Washington's The Frenchman looked at her with a
address. When th-- senator conclud- doubtful y ye. paused a few seconds
ed Whsaitipton's warning against cn- - and said
"Eet ees ver' deef'cult,
t:',ng!i:i' foreign alliances, Senators on but eef aie mademoiselle will
tell me
'
both sides applauded' vigorously.'
when W master will be neither up
senate then recessed until
nor don, but in, ze middle, zen I
vill calí znt time." Chicafo News.
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and it will be a pleasure to
welcome our friends.
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WOMEN
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ARE INV1TKD TO MAKK USK OP OUR RKST ROOM
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Closed Saturday, Open Saturday Evening."
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NOTARY

D. A. PADDOCK
SECRETARY

Clayton

-
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New Mex.
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COUNTRY HOME
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HOTEL
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Jim Coleman Prop.
GOOD MEALS

GOOD ROOMS

Strona. Stiff.
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what you want in every
8tnicture
means

and substantial
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Southern Yellow Pine
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NICE CLEAN BEDS

Just West of Baptist church
GIVE US A TRIAL AND BE
-:
CONVINCED
-:

,
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the special advantages
et our figus-s- ee
how little it
hTiu Vn new barn,
granary, shed or implement hüsecost now to
Get the hpnofif nf n.
viu.
uervice.
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HILL BROS

And

Comley Lumber Co.

General Hauling.
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of Northeast New Mexico
Presents this, the last and Banner
Issue .of its First Quarter's WorK

i

With Compliments
TO ALL
NONE BARRED

SEEDS

SEEDS

Jrr
SEEDS

60 Days Only
To each New Subscriber of The Citizen we will
give Flower or Garden Seeds to the Amount of
75cts. Selected from the Catalog of H. Herzstein
Seed Co. This offer applies also to Renewals.
1

SUBSCRIPTIONS MUST BE IN ADVANCE

A catalog will be mailed you on request or we
will make selections for you. Remember, this is
good for 60 days only- Send Subscriptions Now.
The Clayton Citizen 1 yr.
$1.00
Seeds to the value of
.75
$1.75
-

Yours for only $1.00
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MERCAITILE COMPAi Y

OI

quality

EVERYTHING TO EAT AND WEAR
IF Irs jN CLAYTON WE HAVE IT

STORE

ñowm

oír

Our buyer has just returned

from

MAKERS

new .sene

eady-t- o
-

low price

ear

V V

the eastern markets where he purchased with great care the

newest and best styles in all kinds of

Ready-to-we-

ar

goods for Women, Girls and Children.

We

are receiving daily shipments of these goods and cordially invite you to come in and look them
over whether you are ready to buy or not. It" will at' least be worth yoiir while to inspect

'1

the new styles.
LJ

3403

Among the new goods that have already .arrived are some stylish and inexpensive
Coats

for Girls and Ladies

in assorted

sport

color combinations and plaids at

$3.50 and $4.00

,

;vV

A pretty line of Shirt Waists in the newest styles, colors and materials, also in white.
.

The

neW-

-

Prices 75c to $4.00

shapes in Auto Caps for women and girls in all the new color combinations
75c to $1.50
New Neckwear, Handbags, Hair Ornaments, Boudoir Caps, Etc.

v

We Sell For Less

The
Mercantile Company Stores are quoting prices that we think you cannot afford to pass
without due consideration.
However, items quoted each week in this paper are only a few compared with many of the values to
be had at our store. In fact, we sell every item for less than other stores, made possible by our great
selling powfer and our great system of scientific merchandising and puts us in a class by ourselves.
Otto-Johns-

on

Sugar

Syrup

We have just purchased a large car load
of Eagle brand .Sugar, the best on earth

put up in 25 pound and 50 pound and
00 pouncj bags. Don't forget we are
headquarters for it.
1

Also a load of Green Label Velva Cane

Syrup put up in Seal tight Sanitary Cans
direct from the sugar cane field.
Watch our window for special prices.'

I

Clayton's Low Price
X.

Mailers

A

OTTO-JOHNSO- N

MER. CO.

Where EverythingVis Fair and Square

Clayton's

Largest Store

A"

